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The 2007 SHARP Conference theme,
Opert the Book, Open tbeMind, emphasized how
books develop and extend minds and cultures, and also how they are opening to new
media and purposes. There were many
memorable sessions and individual papers
delighting their audiences with new insights.
The spirited discussions that followed presentations and spilled over into the breaks and
evenings were half the fun.A short review can
only highlight a few of these.
Plenary speaker Adrian Johns, author of
The Nature ofthe Book, provided an historical
foundation for the conference theme by describing some of the changes in publishing.
Just as the internet allows the 'creators' of
knowledge to have direct control of the publication of their work, nineteenth-century scientists saw contemporary printing methods
as a means of reducing the distance between
the scientist/author and his work. Changes in
publishing today were foreshadowed by
changes in the Victorian era as printer/booksellers became publishing houses, managing
their production and distribution. Our expectations of the roles of author and publisher
may change over time, but the creative work
continues, to the benefit of science, culture,
and individuals.
The evolving nature of scientific research
and publishing was echoed in a session, 'The
Book of Nature' which offered examples of
changing attitudes toward both originality and
authority among scientists during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. As the scientific community began to expect publications
to extend knowledge rather than to preserve
earlier work, a re-published classic could damage its author's reputation, simply because
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those expectations had changed. Another
speaker explored the unresolved question of
the effect of authority (and what constitutes
it) on scientific discourse. Much like the published in-fighting in literary circles in the eighteenth century, scientific argument was also
conducted publicly in print, and was influenced more by the social status of the participants than the quality of the research.
Research sources themselves were a recurring topic of many presentations.Bibliographic
work by librarians, the creation of databases,
the development of digital archives, or the use
of manuscripts and court records highlighted
the fascinating approaches available to scholars in our interdisciplinary field.
A panel session, 'Using Digital Archives
in the Classroom,' described a few examples
of the many new online resources which allow access to a wealth of original materials.
Some sites are helpful in introducing technologically-sawystudents to the analysis and use
of primary sources, and others are a convenient means of gathering like materials together,
where their juxtaposition can offer new
insights. The following discussion was lively,
with the participants expressing mixed views
o n the development of such projects o r
websites.
As the conference theme suggests, an open
book is the symbol of an opening mind, a
reachmg out to other people and cultures. This
kind of sharing was also a frequent topic of
presentations. For instance, an excellent session on African-American letters, explored
Frederick Douglass' difficulty in trying to express the experience of slavery to a free audience, when language itself was controlled by
slave-holders. In the post-Civil War period,
there is a wealth of source material to draw on
to document literature and community in the
burgeoning African-American press. The publication of WE.B. D u Bois' Bhck Reconstmctiorz inAmerica showed how African-American
scholars first broke into print, upsetting conventional understanding of both race relations
and Reconstruction. Again, the excellent discussion helped clarify points and opened new
paths for further research.
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Charles Dickens' work also figured
prominently as a means of sharing between
people, whether as a subject of copyright
violation or as a common reading experience in the American Civil War, linking
home and battlefield, and forging ties among
soldiers north and south.
The 'Mimeograph Revolution' of the
mid-twentiethcentury was the topic of a wellattended session, whose papers discussed the
fme printing of the Loujon Press, the handmade work of letterpress publishers, the inexpensive spur-of-the-moment publications
truly produced on mimeographs, and the
homemade distribution systems of the little
magazine publishers. All these reflected the
complex political and artistic values during
this fertile period of American poetry.
Besides the sessions above, some individual papers deserve special mention for
their excellence: Casey Smith's 'Beardsley's
Books' showing the relationship between
Aubrey Beardsley's work and his personal
environment; J. Randolph Cox's presentation on the comic backwoodsman character of dime novels; and Keiko Hori's ex-
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George A. and Jeanne S. DeLong
Prize in Book History for 2007
Every year the number of submissions
for the SHARP DeLong Prize in Book History increases; every year it bears witness to
the quality and quantity of scholarship in the
growing field of book history. Past prize
winners have analyzed American magazines,
the history of the early book, workmg class
British readers, graphic design in the eighteenth-century novel, feminist publishing, the
politics of early modern reading, African
American reading clubs, and self-taught
slaves and freedmen in nineteenth-century
United States. Lots of subjects crossing
many geographical and chronological
boundaries.
And this year was no exception in terms
of quality, quantity, and diversity. By 1 March
2007, thirty-eight books with 2006 publication dates qualifpg them for consideration
had been submitted into competition. In the
next three months the DeLong jury deliberated over these submissions in order to
come up with a single winner - no small task
given the superb research, high quality of
writing, and diverse approaches to many
topics in our broadly defmed field of book
history. But come up with a title we did:

Rimi B. Chatterjee, Empires of the Mind
A Histog! of the O g o d Universig Press in India under the Raj. New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2006.
"By assiduously mining the extensive archives Oxford University Press has maintained that documents its publishing activities in India between 1880 and 1947, Rimi
B. Chatterjee demonstrates how all parties
in the culture of print - even one immersed
in an imperial project - influence and mediate the course of book history. Because Empires of the Mind: A History of the O g o d Universig Press in India Under the Raj is a pioneering example of well-written print culture
history that opens up exciting new avenues
of research in transnational literatures, it fully
deserves the 2007 SHARP DeLong Prize
in Book History."
Jury Members: IVhyne A. Wigand, Florida State

We had three fine contributions by
graduate students to this year's forthcoming volume of the journal. Matthew
Fishburn, now a bookseller in Sydney after
f ~ s h i n his
g degree at the University of Sydney, wrote on U.S. media attitudes and responses over the course of World War I1 to
the May 1933 Nazi book burning in Berlin.
Jeffrey Glover, currently a Ph.D. student at
Yale University, contributed a sophisticated
study of the transatlantic dimensions of the
seventeenth-century Anglo-American book
trade and 'non-freedom' of the press. But
the winner of this year's competition is Matt
Miller, a graduate student at the University
of Iowa and Senior Assistant Editor at the
Walt Whitman Hypertext Archive who is
today defending his dissertation or would
otherwise be present to receive this award.
Miller's essay, "Creating the First Leaves
of Grass: How Whitman Used His Early
Notebooks" provides the most nearly authoritative answer to the questions, now of
long standing: how, when, and through what
process did Whitman create the 1855 edition of Leaves of Grass? Miller's essay is a
model of masterful close reading and deductive reasoning. In its keen attention to
evidence provided in manuscript sources, it
is also a potent demonstration of the
insights that may emerge at the intersections
of book history and textual scholarship.

The Best Book Prize in Journalism and
Mass Communication History (2006) from
the History Division of the Association for
Education in Journalism and Mass Communication has been awarded to Ronald J.
Zboray and Mary Saracino Zboray for their
book E v e y d q Idear Socioliterary Eyberience
among Antebellum New Englanders (University
of Tennessee Press, 2006).
Ronald Zboray is Professor of Communication, and Director of Graduate Studies
in the Department of Communication at the
University of Pittsburgh. Mary Zboray is a
Visiting Scholar in the Department of Communication at the University of Pittsburgh.

Uniuersig (Chair);Dorothy Speir~,Universig of
Toronto; Shaf Towheed, Universig of London
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THESHARP EDGE
The Place of Bibliography
in the Academy Today
Every object bears witness to a process of
production. Everything is, in its being, a trace
of its own creation; its mere existence is proof
of its having been made. The extent to which
the maker is discernible in the thing might be
the subject of some dispute, but that the thing
was made somewhere, somehow, is palpable.
Nor is the inferring of creator from creature
an old-fashioned trick. Examining something
in order to understand the decisions or circumstances that gave rise to it is a mode of
inquiry that is alive and well today. What is it,
and why? To ask this question is to read. This
is the geologist's question when she digs up a
fossil; this is the anthropologist's question
when he finds an artifact; this is the bibliographer's question and I will leave the bibliographer neuter.
I begn with this principle because it is
the reason why I turned to analytical bibliography. For Walter Greg and Philip
Gaskell, the ultimate purpose of bibliography was to produce accurate texts - to understand how a literary work had varied over
the course of its genesis and publication in
order to choose among the variants, to
emend errors, and to determine the version
that people should read and study.' Textual
evaluation remains an important goal, and
bibliographers have not lost a jot of their
power to correct gross misinterpretations of
a work by pointing out variants in the text.
But this is not why I began to practice
bibliography. My goal was to learn about the
process of publishing in Canada - to find
out what a Canadian publisher was - in order to help explain why the literature of
Canada from Confederation through the
First World War is what it is - brilliant at
moments, but fragmented and unsustained,
distinctly nationalisticin attitude but conventional in form, more influenced by and participating in movements abroad than at
home, tentative, disconnected from itself,
exilic. If authorship is entangled in the economics of publishing, what was the material role of Canadian publishers in yielding
such a literature? There was a good book
on the Canadian book trade, whose author
had surveyed a large country over a long period by diligently examining contemporary
I
newspapers and trade journals.-at
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wanted, however, was a close view of the way
in which an individual work left its author's
hands and came before the public. What I
wanted was a microscopic picture of the
publishing process, one that showed exactly
how the law of copyright, the h a n c e of publishing, and the technology of printing interacted in the provision of specific works to
English Canadian readers. It was in order to
gain insight into the publishing process that
I began to examine its primary trace, namely,
published objects.
Publishers' papers are an obvious starting point in researching publishing, but not
all publishers' papers survive, and there is
no guarantee that the ones that do record
what is most important.' Trade journals are
another valuable resource, but as Fredson
Bowers recognized, publishers do not always
d o what they say they will: advertisements
and trade-journal commentaries are highly
interested self-representations that should be
approached critically. Analytical bibliography is a way to fill in the gaps and correct the
bias of these sources. Thus my position is,
predictably, that bibliography continues to
have an important place in the academy today, regardless of the evolution of digital
technology, regardless of the proliferation
of other scholarly pursuits, because as long
as the codex remains an object of interest
we will need people who can 'read' its physical form, interpreting it for evidence of its
creation.
I will move on now to an example. How
exactly does the analysis of material form lead
to larger insights into literary culture and economics? In my dissertation, I trace the impact
of copyright law on the Canadian book trade,
ultimately arguing that it stunted the growth
of a national literature by preventing booksellers from becoming specialist publishers.
British imperial law made the dominion of
Canada a place where literary books were imported, not freely reprinted; this encouraged
bookselling, whether retail or wholesale, but
not publishing. American law designated texts
first published in Canada alone as 'foreign
books.' Because 'foreign books' enjoyed no
copyright privileges inside the United States,
the Canadian publisher could not expect any
profit from that market, which was more than
ten times larger than the domestic one. This
also discouraged publishing in Canada. Together, British and L4mericancopyright law
opened Canada to American and British editions while obstructing the independent production of Canadlan ones, and the Canadian
book trade adapted accordingly, largely

abandoning thc nationalist ambition of
original Canadian publishing in favour of
the practicc of import-distribution.
The crucial concept here is "edition." In
the ninetccnth century, the United States became a place where new editions were produced. This making-from-scratch amounted
to a technological sovereignty of the American book, a complcte and evolvinginfrastructure of production that facilitated the shift to
original American publishing that occurred
later in the century. Canada, by contrast, remained a place were new editions were suppressed, and this lack of infrastructure was an
obstacle to original publishing. But it is not
possible to see this difference unless one can
distinguish what truly is a new edition from
what is not. The only way to be sure of this
distinction is to compare the collation and
the typography of different copies. How many
sheets, leaves, and pages compose each book?
What are the dimensions of the type?
I n the era of stereotype, publishers
traded in duplicate sets of the letterpress
plates used to print a work. These sets of
plates, made from a single setting of type,
were used to produce different impressions
of the work for different markets - for separate regions, or for other classes of the
book-buying public within one region. Bowers labels such impressions, made for markedly different purposes, "subsidiary edit i o n ~ . "To
~ identify the books of two separate firms involved in the production of a
work as subeditions belonging in fact to a
single parent edition is to uncover an arrangement or deal between those two firms,
whereby one duplicated its plates for the
other. This in turn implies a common recognition that the plates and the text on them
constituted some sort of property appropriate to such a deal.
One of the Canadian book suppliers I
look at in my dissertationis the Belford Brothers. Alexander and Robert Belford were
reprinters active in Toronto in the 1870s.They
did a brisk trade by reprinting popular works
for the Canadian and hencanmarkets without the permission of British- or Americancopyright owners. They justified their activity
with the claim that the recent confederation
of Canada had created a separate copyright
zone. An American publisher took them to
court using his connectionwith a British-copyright owner, and in 1877 the case of Smiles v.
BeJirdclarified that the dominion of Canada,
though sovereign in some matters, was still
totally subject to British copyright and that
... / 4
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no British-copyright work could be reprinted in Canada without authorization.
Few business records of the Belford Brothers survive today. Nevertheless, it is possible to trace the immediate impact of this trial
on their function as book producers by examining their books. Before 1877, the
Belfords made new editions: from the
typesetting through to the binding, the
manufacture was independent. After 1877,
the Belfords made subeditions: they attached
their name to books that the collation and
typography indicate were printed using the
plates of a British or American publisher. I
have not found any business records, such
as contracts, to show that the Belfords turned
away from independent production and began to negotiate with foreign copyright owners for permission to distribute in Canada,
and yet I am convinced that this turn from
aspiring publisher to dependent distributor
is exactly what occurred. In their physical
form, the books speak for themselves: the
Belfords were forced to acknowledge British copyright and therefore began to bargain
for and purchase what they had simply taken
before - the right to reproduce the text. The
identity of their later books with either an
imperial or foreign edition is proof of their
cooperating with a publisher abroad.
The Belford example is an important one
because it set a pattern that would predominate in the Canadian literary book trade until
at least the 1920s. The pattern was that dismbuting foreigneditionswas more viable than
producing local ones. The result was that most
aspiring Canadian writers left Canadain search
of a publisher and that most Canadian readers were nourished in large part on British
and American pubhcations. Before we posit
or negate the existence of a Canadian literature in a given period we should ascertain
whether there was in fact a Canadian communications circuit - an economy of books in
which authorship, publication and readership
were all
contained - and, if there
was, what was the magnitude of its current in
contrast to the N o a h American circuit, the
British imperial one, or any other. In the case
of literary books in English, from Confederation through the First World War, publishing literature in book form was often limited to experiments in vanity or subscription
publishing, in which authors or their friends
had to absorb oppressive costs of production; and if it jumped beyond these experiments, the literary communications circuit
almost always involved a foreign component
- and that component was the publisher.
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In conclusion, bibliography is a language,
but its value is proportional to one's fluency
in it. It is like Latin: if it is unpopular among
literary scholars today, its unpopularity stems
not from its irrelevance but from its difficulty,
the difficulty of seeing the forest through the
trees. To describe the material form of a public text is to run up against a massive humanand machine-made complexity, and I confess
that it may have been through ignorance of
the trials that lay ahead that I undertook bibliographic research. Another part of my dissertation involved assessing the functional
relation between the unauthorized American
reprinting of Bla& Rock, the first Ralph
Connor novel and his successful career as an
author. This study involved organizing dozens of copies of the novel into a classification
that would accuratelyreflect a chronology, and
dozens more remain to be examined. The
challenges are formidable, but like the study
of any language, bibliography ultimately yields
insights that were otherwise utterly beyond
reach. If the complexityis overwhelming then
we should approach it in teams, and the recent success of the History of the Book in
Canada project points to the palpable advantages of such collaboration. This being said,
the collaborative approach should tap into
collective energy without sacrificing the individual's ability to drive toward a purpose. I
cannot recommend bibliography for bibliography's sake: the tasks are too tedious, the
objects of study too scattered to attract and
hold a student's curiosity. But it is a means to
a brilliant end, whether that end is an accurate
text, a materialist history, or a theory of culture. Bibliography will retain its position in
the academy to the extent that bibliographers
demonstrate such valuable results.
Eli MacLaren
Univer~i4of Toronto

I

1 Philip Gaskel, A Xew Intrm'uction to BibL'qrapLp (1972;
rpt. New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll, 1995), 1.
2 George L. Parker, The Beginning ofthe Book Tmde in
Canah Foronto: University of Toronto Press, 1985).
3 For exam~le.I once s ~ e n two
t davs at the archives
piecing together a dispuie between bookseller and
his upstairs tenants over a bunt pipe that had caused
flooding in the building. I have grudgingly come to
admit that this story, which I painstakingly reconstructed, is of no importance whatsoever to the history of Canadian publishing. Indeed, I cannot say
how satisfied I am to have finally made even this
tittle use of it in the form of an aside.
4 Fredson Bowers, Principles ofBibliogaphita1 Description
(1949; rpt. New York: Russel and Russell, 1962), 383.
L
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amination of Bertha Clay's place in popular
Japanese literature.
Our hosts provided a welcoming, helpful staff and comfortable facilities. I left the
conference, as always, enlightened and inspired.
Lee N. McLaird
Bowling Green State Univer~i4,Ohio

At the SHARP 2007 annual conference I
walked from the University of Minnesota
campus back west to Nicollet Mall every day
and became quite attached to the wonderful
progression of cityscapes I encountered on
the way, from the striking Weisman Art Museum by Frank Gehry on the university campus through the industrial chic district which
houses the enormous Minnesota Center for
Book Arts all the way to the clean, windy downtown and bustlrng shopping district. As a &sttime attender of SHARP conference I appreciate the planning committee's choice of a cosmopolitan, yet manageable, location with a
nationally-renowned book connection.
SHARP'S compact size was a relief after
the large MU-type conferences I'm used to
attending, and SHARP'S full support of digital projection made Powerpoint presentations
possible, a welcome change from my own
neo-Luddite professional organizations. The
Wednesday reception at the U of M's Elmer
L. Andersen Library was particularly delicious
and generous, although, in mute testament
to attendees' conviviality, the beer and wine
bar was cleaned out thirty minutes before the
end of the two-hour reception. Louise
Erdrich's Thursday-eveningplenary presentation was enjoyable, if eclectic: Erdrich started
off with an innocuous poem about stampcollecting that ended with brutal images from
Iraq, then joked about her relationship with
her copy-editor, pondered on the 'foul material' @roofs) received from her copy-editor as the bittersweet penultimate step in
every book, gave some insights into learning to speak Ojibwe and publishing texts
written in Ojibwe (one autobiography had a
first print run of 1,000, followed by two
more printings), and concluded with anecdotes about her independent book shop
whose business plan, to have the cleanest
bathroom in the area, was almost foiled by
a nearby collective of nudist recreationaldrug enthusiasts.

4
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As for the conference itself, the brief ses- utes of the session were devoted to a demonstration of the Reading Experience Database
sions (one-and-a-half hours rather than two)
1450-1945, a wonderful on-line resource for
combined with generous inter-session breaks
those working with reader response, which
of 20-30 minutes kept presentations compact
while allowing ample time for conversation, provoked lively interest in the gathered aumingling, and perusal of publishers' displays. dience.
In sum, SHARP 2007 brought together a
The research itself was fascinating,especially
in my two favorite sessions. Pvfy first favorite great diversity of scholarly, professional, and
session was 'Book Arts, Artists' Books,' a technical specialties for a mutually enriching
interdisciplinary conversation. I learned a lot,
survey/interpretation of book arts since the
1970swith a particular focus on female artists. found out about some interesting research
projects, and got knowledgeable, very helpful
Ruth Copans revealed the interdependence of
comments on my own research; so I plan to
graphic, textual, structural, and narrative
weaves in Azint Sal'S Lament and Praise Basted attend more SHARP conferencesin future and
In (texts by Margaret Kaufman, design by invite others to do the same.
Annie Fisher
Claire Van Vliet) and discussed two books by
E"iI/iam~Colhge,AlA, U S A
Maureen Cummins, Femme Fatales and C r a p
Qziilt, which couch disturbing truths about
women's lives in representations of cornmonplace objects.Jen Smith, the &st person I have
Accident or no, SHARP could not have
ever met to be writing a Ph.D. on book arts,
picked a better time of year to hold its annual
discussed Heather Weston's books Read Past,
Tense and B o w 'and I: explored the way that meeting in Minneapolis. The weather was gorboth books used graphic, physical, and struc- geous. Comfortable temperatures dominated
throughout, and I recall only one cloudy day.
turd manipulation of text to reveal contrastBeautifulconditions no doubt colored the rest
ing, even warring, subjectivities.Kathleen
Wakup rounded off the session with a his- of my happy memories of annual meeting.
t
This was my - and my wife's - f ~ s time
torical overview of conceptual practice in artists' books, centering on works by women, in Minneapolis. We came by MegaBus from
Chicago, and stayed in a bed and breakfast,
especiallythose of the Feminist Studio WorkEvelo's, near the Uptown neighborhood.
shop in 1970s-era L.X.
My second favorite session was the en- Evelo's location allowed me to take the city's
MetroTransit's #2 Franklin bus to campus.
thusiastically-attended session devoted to
new methodologies in the history of read- We couldn't have picked a better home base
for the conference. The owners, David and
ing. WR. Owens's paper on John Bunyan's
intensive Bible reading and the resultant de- Sheryl Evelo, are vegetarians: the morning fare
was fantastic. Since the conference supplied
pictions of reading in PikninS Progress not
first-rate coffee via catering, one was set (at least
only gave a convincing picture of how personal practice folds into public art, it identi- to me) through lunch. Evelo's proximity to
Uptown's shops, restaurants, used bookfied an outcome for a particular reading
stores, and lakes gave my wife plenty of enterpractice. Rosalind Crone's exploration of
trashy, popular 'penny bloods' contrasted tainment options while I SHARP'ened my
mind.
actual reading practices with elite critical
What of the conference sessions? O f
expectations and based a new interpretation
of the penny bloods' function (as coping course one cannot attend them all. I sat in on
seven total, including my own. Because my
mechanisms for a mass audience overdissertation work covered the history of the
whelmed with Victorian-era social and technological change) on a closer examination great books idea, three sessions with
of the actual content of this literature. Katie I "canon" in the title caught my eye. Three
Halsey's presentation on Jane Austen exam- 1 others I caught addressed book marketing
and sales ('Buy This Book'), books in warined authorial reputation and its distorting
time situations ('The Battle of the Books'),
effects, using quotations from readers' responses to Austen's texts to show the per- I and Chicago women and books ('Reading
Chicago'). O n the last, as a graduate of
sistence of mythologized images of Austen
as 'dear aunt Jane,' also, however, offering I Loyola University Chicago's history departsome reader responses proving that some ment, Chicago topics have permanent place
readers managed to ignore the hype and re- I in my catalogue of interests. My own panel
ject this constructed image. The last few min- 1 seemed an eclectic collection of topics. TiI
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tled 'Reading Institutions,' its three papers
covered early Virginia printers and business
survival, how books survive in the U.S. library 'system,' and (my own) teaching great
books to worlung-class New Yorkers. Considering how two of our papers covered the
subject of survival, I see the irony in our
catch-all session making the cut!
As a first-time attendee of the annual
meeting, I found myself trying to formulate
generalizations about SHARP and the conference. I hoped to observe trends that transcended the individual panels. I succeeded, I
think, in coming up with a few.
First, almost every panel I attended - no
matter its formal topic - revealed a love-hate
relationship with the idea of the canon. Three
I saw explicitly addressed the canon ('Canons,' 'Canons and Critics,' and T h e "Legitimization' Process: From Controversy to
Canon'), but the notion appeared in other
panel's question-and-answer sessions.
Moreover, the aforementioned 'Buy This
Book' panel hosted papers about a canonical author, George Eliot (paper by Simon
R. Frost), and the lack of canonical credentials for another author, Marie Corelli (paper by Troy Bassett). A common sentiment
among participants was this: a multiplicity
of canons exists. But even with a kind of
'multicultural canon' idea, familiar questions
arose: Who determines the entry into these
disciplinary canons? How do we come to
agreement on the status and worth of various books and authors? These questions
most certainly concerned my fellow panelist,
Roger C. Schonfeld, whose paper addressed
how U.S. libraries can efficiently store books
in an increasingly electronic print culture. I
began to wonder whether canon questions
continually plague SHARP? Was it only a
prominent topic this year? I look forward
to future meetings to learn the answers.
Another general, big-picture topic concerned book history and literary criticism.
Where does one draw the line between the
fields? I detected in certain panels the desire
to ask more philosophical questions about
book history. Perhaps, with the identity of
book history being more secure, more interdisciplinary panels will populate future meetings.
The arm-chair sociologist in me observed SHARP attendees as a group. I noticed, for instance, very little racial o r ethnic diversity at the meeting. A casual counting also returned women outnumbering
men. These are not meant as criticisms, but
... / 6
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I wondered how the tone and topics of the
panels would have changed with more diverse audiences. Perhaps the meeting's heterogeneity was adversely affected by location? Would an Eastern or Western seaboard
site attract a more varied crowd? Probably.
The attendees seemed, as expected, to be a
sober lot. There were no calls - at least that
I heard - for group outings via loud taxi
rides to local drinking establishments. I
heard through the grapevine that minor debauchery (drinking and dancing) occurred
after the banquet. I missed it. Sociological
observations aside, there was little to dislike about the annual meeting. My mind was
fully engaged. What more can one ask? I
won't be able to attend next year, but I look
forward to future meetings.

and work of the nineteenth century photographer, Alexander Gardner, who is famous
for his images of Lincoln, the Civil War, and
the West whereas Nelson's insightful examination of photo-books from the 1930s, emphasized the ways in which these works used
photographs as a means of disseminating
knowledge. Funke's work focused on the use
of photographs in The New BtliIditzg,the first
American architecture book to include photographs. The presentations as well as the
discussions that followed underscored the
problematic nature of photographs, a media that is at once representational and mutable. Whitesell highlighted another problem with photographs and photographically
illustrated books: the lack of finding tools that
accurately describe and identify the images contained within a work.
Tim Lacy
L j ~ o f aUniversip. Chi~ago
Iiowever, several of the talks that I attended went beyond a discussion of pictorial
images to include research on such visual aspects of books as design, layout, and font.
Although I have been a member of
For instance, in 'How Should Poetry Look?,'
SHARP for several years, I attended my first Jean Jacobson posited that printers' manuals
conference this past summer in Minneapolis.
constituted a "web of practice" that inSeveral aspects of the conference made the
formed the visual appearance of poetry, reSHARPexperience unique: the respect shown sulting in standardized forms that cut across
to young and experienced scholars alike; the
time. Other presentations like Laura Burch's
range of fields and disciplines represented by
close reading of a manuscript edition of
the presenters; and the commonality of
Maguerite de Navarre's "La Coche" highthemes and concerns voiced by researchers lighted the ways in which the placement of
from these dfferent fields.
text, image, and white space affected our
My interest in book illustration drew me
reading of a work. Teresa Goddu's argued
to those panels focusing on visual images. that the placement and proximity of text,
Topics included visual media from wood
image, and numbers in anti-slavery almanacs
block prints to photographs as well as type
not only made visible the immorality of slavfont, layout, and charts, numbers, and maps. ery but also acted as guide on how to read
From a printer discussing production decistatistical information.
sions to researchers trying to tease out the
While the manipulation of text, image and
ways in which a work was received, presenterj white space may provide physical evidence of
explored questions of intentionality, control, an author's, artist's, printer's or publisher's inand response. Further, the presenters' own
tentions, presenters as well as audience memuse of images made the sessions visually as bers re-iterated that the control over a work's
well as intellectually engaging.
meaning rests not with its creators, but with
Carol Wilcox-Titus's traced the use and
its audience. Some spoke of readers as negotire-use of images of Napoleon and Lafayette ating text, image, and the spaces-in-between.
in America during the nineteenth century, Others described readers as co-opting, using,
showing how their use in different contexts
adapting and transforming a work. Gregory
affected not only their meaning, but also
Prickman's entertaining discussion of Ernst
their appearance as details were altered or
I<ertzberg7sextra-illustratededition of Sloan's
removed. Photographs were the subject of L
i
f
e
afNapoleon provided an example of how
a reader/collector of Napoleonna not only
several talks including those by Andrea Nelson, Anne Peterson, Claudia Funke, and
transformed Sloan's biography, but also reDavid Whitesell. Both Nelson and Peterson
flected aspects of the collector/reader.
considered the use of photographs as a
In addition to sharing current research inmeans to record events and, in a sense,
terests, presenters and audience members
'write' history. Peterson considered the life also talked about the course of future re-
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search. Concerns about digitization ranged
from the feeling of being overwhelmed by
an overabundance of materials to the difficulties of locating and accessing specific
documents. Dallas Liddle's thought provoking presentation called for new methods for
studying print culture, methods that would
get us closer to understanding what happens
between the reader and the text. Pointing out
the ways in which social science theories like
Bourdieu's and Habermass's fall short,
Liddle recommended Bakhtine's theories on
discourse as an alternative.
Debra Mtts-Smith
Dominican Universig,Ilknois

When I arrived in Minneapolis for
SHARP 2007, I was exhausted. I had defended my dissertation only two weeks earlier and was already packing to move to my
first tenure-track job. Nevertheless, I was s d l
very excited about beginning my first
SHARP experience. I looked forward to the
opportunity to meet some of the people
whose names had popped up on the list-serv,
and I anticipated useful feedback from a diverse interdisciplinary audience.
As soon as I entered the McNamara
Alumni Center at the Universiq of Minnesota, I lost any feeling of weariness. I quickly
began to chat with other participants and, as a
knowing native Midwesterner, laughed along
with the jokes by the conference organizers
about cold Minnesota winters. The opening
keynote by Adrian Johns, 'The Identity Engine: Printing and Publishing in the Creation
of the Knowledge Economy,' set the stage
for many of the topics and ideas that came up
both formally and informallyin the days ahead.
Throughout his talk, Johns considered how
the practices of various entrepreneurs, printers, and others, shaped the development of
print and literary production in the 'longnineteenth century.' Along the way, he reminded us of the challenges of reconciling
grand technological changes with the seemingly 'mundane' practices of those working
behind the scenes. Johns's presentation and
those that followed demonstrated not only
the necessary interdisciplinarity that comes
into play in discussions of print culture but
also the incredible fluidity and overlap of
the work being done by my fellow SHARPists. Johns's discussion of nineteenth-century
stereotyping, for example, raised a lot of
questions for me regarding my own work
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o n the early modern book tradc, as did
seemingly disparate papers on medieval
guides for language instruction, American
readers of Charles Dickens, and the bequest
of W Gedney Beatty to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in the 1940s. Each of the
sessions 1 attended was simultaneously cohesive and broad in scope; the papers in my
own panel on early modem publishing talked
back and forth to each other in a way I had
never experienced at a conference yet also
spanned centuries and continents and provoked important questions and comments
from early modernists as well as those with
more contemporary interests.
Most significantly, the talks by Johns and
my fellow SHARP-ists confirmed for me the
central and influential role of individuals in
the history of the book. As scholars and academics, we are often trained to think about
overarching arguments and the ever important - and massive - 'so what7question. This
conference, however, served as an important
reminder for all of us that huge, even abstract
changes in print technology and in reading
and authorship came about slowly and indirectly and through the actions of specific people: printers creating title pages, editors with
particular philosophies and practices, curators
and librarians cataloguing materials, children
writing their names in the margins of their
books. In the span of a few days, I was introduced to women in rural Kansas who read
Shakespeare, a man who made now 'famous'
photocopies of government documents in
1969, and self-interested publishers who
worked to promote themselves as they
praised an author's text - not to mention the
various librarians, historians, artists, editors,
literary scholars, and readers who sat next
to me in panels, introduced themselves over
coffee, and made me feel welconle in this
organization. Book history, indeed, is local,
specific, and individual, and SHARP is doing much to bring that to light.
Two of the sessions I attended near the
end of the conference highlighted the increasing importance of a specific group of individuals in the future of SHARP and in the
study of print, authorship, and reading: teachers. Arguably, the most animated and
thoughtful discussions of the conference came
up in response to presentations about the elusive literary 'canon' and the use of digital
archivcs in classroonls. As I listened to conversations about the connections between
curriculum choices and canonicity and the advantages and disadvantages of introducing
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students to writers and texts through digital
resources, I thought about the challenges
ahead for me as a teacher at a small liberal
arts school far away from the libraries and
archives I've traveled to. The organizers of
SHARP 2008, thankfully, were already one
step ahead of me; in Minneapolis, we were
enticed with information about next June's
conference on Teaching dr Text at Oxford
Brookes University. Sincc my trip to
Minneapolis, I have continued to think about
thc connections between my research and
teaching. I hope to be at SHARP 2008, notebook in hand, sharing my own experiences
and learning from this great community of
scholars.
Stacy Erickson
illancbester College
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Links between education and publishing
Authorship, publishing and reception of
educational materials
Education and training for careers in
publishing
Business practice in educational and academic publishing
Digital materiality and the virtual canon
Books in universities and libraries
Cultural policy and the teaching of national literatures.

Conference papers will be organized into
panel sessions of 90 minutes, each comprising three 20-minute papers and time for discussion. Proposals may be submitted either
for individual papers, which will be combined into panel sessions by the programme
committee, or for organized panel sessions
of three papers and a chair.
Proposals should be submitted in English by 30 November 2007 using the online
submission forms o n the conference
Teaching and Text
website: <http://ah.brookes.ac.uk/conference/sharp2008/ >
Oxford Brookes University, Oxford, UK
Each individual proposal should contain
a title, an abstract of 250-300 words, and
24-28 June 2008
brief biographical information about the
author(s). Proposals for panel sessions
The Oxford International Centre for Pubshould include an explanation of the theme
lishing Studies at Oxford Brookes Univerand goals of the panel, in addition to the
sity will be hosting the sixteenth annual
three individual abstracts. If audio-visual
SHARP conference. The city of Oxford is
equipment
is required, it should be rehome to many global publishing companies
including Oxford University Press, Blackwell quested at the time the proposal is submitPublishing, Elsevier Science, Taylor & ted using the appropriate boxes on the
forms.
Francis, and Harcourt Education, and is a
Proposals received after 30 November
base for a number of independent publishing organizations such as the African Books 2007 will not be considered. Presenters (at
Collective, Berg Publishing, How to Books, least one author of each paper proposal)
Infinite Ideas, Osprey Publishing, Oxfam must be members of SHARP in order to
present at the conference. It is the responsiPublishtng, and the Voltaire Foundation.
Our conference theme, Teaching and Text, bility of presenters to ensure that they are
members by the time of registration. For
reflects the htstorical and contemporary position of Oxford as a seat of learning and a information on membership please see the
SHARP website: www.sharpweb.org
centre of academic and professional publishThere will be pre-conference activities for
ing. It will be developed through an opening
plenary lecture by Professor Juliet Gardiner, graduate students. Furthcr information will
be available in due course. SHARP is able
author of KGrtime Britain 1939-1945, and by
a panel on the History of Oxford University to provide a limited number o f travel
Press led by Professor Simon Eliot, Chair in grants to graduate students and independent scholars. If you wish to be considered
the History of the Book at the School of Xdfor such a grant, please state this when subvanced Studies, University of London.
mitting your proposal in the appropriate
I n line with previous SHARP conferbox.
ences, we welcome abstracts on all aspects
For further information, please contact
of book hstory and print culture, but invite
the organisers at: info@sharp2008.0rg.uk
especially proposals for individual papers or
See you in 2008!
themed panels that aim to explore topics
linked to Teaching and Text,such as:
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Thomas Augst and Kenneth Carpenter, eds.
Institutions af Reahg: The Social L$ aflibraries in the Unitedstates. Amherst: University of
Massachusetts Press, 2007. x, 344p. ill. ISBN
9781558495913. $28.95 [paper]
Co-editor Thomas Xugst describes the
twelve essays here as "a social history of literacy and leisure, an intellectual hlstory of libratianship innovations in mass distribution
of printed books and periodicals, and a cultural history of the organization of knowledge in an increasingly diverse urban society."
A tall order, but one the collection fulhlls with
both energy and grace.
James Green historicizes the 'social life' of
subscriptionlibraries and commercial circulating libraries in colonial Philadelphia and New
York; Elizabeth McfIcnry demonstrates that
African-Americans not only established reading rooms, but through the prominent early
African-American newspapers such as FreedomS]ourna/ and Colored American, provided
their readers with 'virtual' libraries; Barbara
Mitchell explores the creation of early library
catalogues, describing the ways in which
women were an important part of the labor
force in the Boston Public Library in the midnineteenth century.
All of the essays are satisfyingly rich with
historical data culled from primary sources,
and refer to both landmark as wcll as contemporary secondary research. One of the particular strengths of the collection is that a straight
read-through of the essays offers a broad
sweep of the big questions/issues/problems
that frame a social history of libraries and their
work of collecting, preserving, circulating
materials. I was especiallyinterested in the ways
in which the communities that libraries gather
unto themselves have evolved as a result of
cultural changes and changes in the systemic
structures of the institution. Early subscription libraries provided an intellectual haven
for a leamed and privileged public, most often, well-to-do white men. As public libraries
came into being and grew, space for private
study/reading and self-culture was democratized.
Adding to the pleasures of the texts in the
collection arethe detailednotes, many of which
offer significant contextual data, and the illustrations. Two compelling images are, from a
1796 text, a carpenter's drawing for a book-
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case, titled "Design for a library," demonstrating one of the early meani?gs of the
word 'library'; and a handwritten 1869 petition from two female library workers, asking for salary increase from Boston's Public
Library.
This collectionof essays is valuable to scholars curious about the ways libraries in the U.S.
have established their presence as social institutions; more immediately, it is also valuable
to scholars who are curious about the challenges, in thc words of Roy Rosenszeig's chapter, of "preserving the past in a digital era"
and of creating communities in light of everevolving technologies.

anced view of the 'clash' between Pope and
Cull:
I11 many ways, the first half of eighteenth-century British culture is typified by the dramatic clash between
Pope, the uncrowned laureate of his
age, representative of high classical
culture and urbane values, and Curll,
a self-made bookseller with a reputation for piracy, deviousness, and obscenity. Curll became the most visible
and unrepentant exponent of a new
art of publicity in the early eighteenth
century, which for Pope and his circle represented the absence of civilized discrimination between high and
low culture. (1)

Lucille M. Schultz
Univer~ioof Cincinnati

Paul Baines and Pat Rogers. Edmnd Cur//,
Book..re//er.Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2007. Hardback. x, 388p., ill., index. ISBN
9780199278985. $55. E30.
H~story'slow regard for print entrcpreneur
Edmund Curll(1683-1747) owes everything,
of course, to Alexander Pope's vituperative
portrait in The Dun& (1728), which h e d the
bookseller for posterity as "the shameless
Curll" who wins novelist Eliza Haywood in a
pissing contest. By 1737, Pope's insults were
still bearing bitter fruit: one version of William
Hogarth's 'The Distrest Poet" features a pinup in which Pope beats Curll with one of his
own pamphlets. As late as the 1750s, Thomas hmory's fiction john Bancle continued to
feed the flame of the Curll legend with exaggerated images of translators housed "three
in a b e d slaving for a goggle-eyed "splayfooted, and baker-kneed debauchee," who
packages their translations with "wretched
notes, forged letters, and bad pictures" (311).
By 1786, however, the fxe of invective had
gone out and John Nichols could reflect in
the GentlemenI( Magaxine that, "whatever were
his demerits," Curll "deserves commendation
for his industry in preserving our National
Remains" (312). Yet Nichols' plea for reconsideration went unechoed cven by Curl's previous modem biographer, Ralph Straus, who
fanned old embers of controversy with a 1927
biography titled The Un~eakable
Cur//.
The ambitious new biography by Baines
and Rogers offers, with 319 pages ofcompact
central text, much new data to augment
Straus's 1927 account and aims for a bal-

,
t
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Of course, the language of opposition itself retains the false dialectic between high and
low values even here: as others have shown,
Pope is as much the entrepreneudal, eager exploiter of publicity and opportunity in the
emergent print culture as Curll. Balance is also
precarious since, as Baines and Rogers put it,
"there is no need to try to whitewash Curll; he
would not have made a reliable purveyor of
second-hand carriages" (7). Interestingly (as
in their analogy), no mattcr how "factual, archive based" this "sober" scholarlybiography
of Curll may be, it retains the value-laden vocabulary of anti-commercial sentiments (so
memorably articulated in the Duncian) that
defined the Pope-Cull opposition in the first
place (3, 5). Here and there, the new biography retains the red of Pope's rubricated invective -st
the profit motive: "the Sacheverd
affair was a feeding frenzy" (39); "hard-nosed,
vulgar and mercenary" (45); "attempted to
capitalize on this with cheap imitations" (51);
and "shameless spin-off" (179). Perhaps the
color of this vocabulary grows out of continuing to position "bookseller" against
"poet," profit against art. This is how Pope
himself saw the problem.
While this valuable book is a treasure trove
for those working on eighteenth-century print
culture - overflowing with new information
about Curll's large and varied output and chaotic business dealings -it does not, for better
or worse, significantly alter history's established judgment of the man. Although it
harbors mild revisionist ambitions, it does
not intend to redeem Curll. "Not much," in
fact, "emerges about Curll's private life" from
this exhaustive biography which proves a
memoir of the trade rather than the man
(179). This, in turn, leads to a marvelous
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contradiction in this book: the introduction
judges Curll as "even more of an eccentric
outsider than Dunton," offering him as an
"atypical" bookseller against whose deviant
activity we may chart the normative trade
(4-5). Yet one of the major insights gleaned
from the book's ensuing catalogue of events
is that, given Curll's outsider status as anonStationer, his partnerships with others in the
print-trade (not all of them casual one-off
ventures) chart an astonishing range and
number of professional relationships. Curll's
network uniquely ensnared the full girth of
what, today, we term eighteenth-century
print culture.
The book's admirable density of detail
does make its argument difficult to navigate
at times, even if the reader's efforts are amply
rewarded with fresh data. Precisely because the
book promises so much of value to a wide
range of eighteenth-century scholars, one laments that its ease of use is not enhanced by
a full list of secondary works cited (one must
locate fust mentions amidst a thick growth
of endnotes) or empowered with a transparent index (the 80-plus booksellers, printers,
hawkers, and publishers transacting business
with Curll, for example, are oddly grouped
under "book trade" rather than allowed to
occupy their own entries, thus courting oversight). But I quibble with a work offering so
much that is new and worthy. The introduction promises that this biography will, "in
due course," be followed by a "full analytic
bibliography of more than 1,000 books associated with Curll" (9), a prospect eagerly
awaited by all who work on British print culture in the first half of the eighteenth century.
For, as this important book proves, Curll's
reach during that time was so extensive as to
be nearly ubiquitous.
Janine Barchas
Univerrigo j Texas,Austin

Catherine Clay, British Women Writers 1914
- 1945: Professiorialwork and Friendship, (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), 194p, ill. ISBN 07546
50936. L50. $89.95 [hardcover]
Recent critical interest in women writers
and their literary output has resulted in reclamation of the work of many previously
omitted or marginalised female authors. Our
understanding of this work is enhanced by
research that explores the manner in which
women writers worked, and their negotia-
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tion of both personal and professional relationships. Catherine Clay's book adds to this
body of work, offering a valuable insight into
the general conditions of literary production
and the importance of the creation of a literary community in forming and sustaining
a literary career between 1914 and 1945.
British Women W'nYers has a twin focus: to
explore the work of professional writing undertaken by such a grouping, and to explore
the web of friendship formed around feminist and socialist politics in which they were all
involved. Clay adopts the use of case studies
and close textual analysis of many previously
unpublished manuscripts from across the
U.K. and North America to provide us with a
representation and analysis of the work of
literary production. In so doing, she throws
new light on our understanding of these authors and the climate in which they worked.
This is a biographical study that focuses on
the feminist weekly newspaper Time and Tide,
which began publication in 1920. While Time
and Tide was populated by a constantly changing network of women writers, Clay documents the relationship among six who regularly shared each others company through work
and personal friendship: Stella Benson; Vera
Brittain; Winifred Holtby; Margaret Storm
Jameson; Naomi Mtchison; and founding
editor, Lady Margaret Rhondda. Although acknowledging the difficulty in categorising the
lesbian and companionate friendships shared
among these women, Clay's analysis of their
private papers offers evidence of how they used
their work and correspondencewith each other
in "beckoning" and "waving off" lesbian desire (76). She details the material and emotional benefits of such associations: the way
letter writing created a space in which to convey veiled lesbian desire; the encoding of this
desire and the need to maintain a semblance
of heterosexual 'normalcy.' These are all explored within the context of the publication
of Time and Tide and of the period immediately preceding the scandal of the publication
of The Well o j ofneliriess trial.
In an illuminating paragraph in the introduction Clay remarks on the terrific feelings of
responsibility felt by all good biographers. In
commenting on the Brittain/Holtby correspondence she states: "When I fust read these
words in the Vera Brittain archives I was physically jolted. My own act of reading the written
traces of a life which had survived their intended obliteration by their author felt not
merely uncomfortable, but an almost violent
invasion of privacy" (6). Clay's sensitive por-
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trayal of the material has resulted in a balanced appraisal of the friendship between
these women. However, in places the prose
is slightly awkward, repetitive, and in need
of editing. The maps contained on pages 18
to 21 add greatly to our understanding, but
would benefit from the use of larger type
size. Despite this, Clay succeeds in providing
us with "overall balance in the stories [she]
tell[s]" (6), and conveys much of the character, complexity, and meaning of the women
and the period in which they lived. The value
of work such as this lies not only in providing the reader and researcher with additional
insights into the working lives of these particular writers in a particular place and time,
but perhaps also in the inspiration it provides to those of us concerned with more
contemporary critical studies in thls sphere.
Caroline Copeland
Napier Univer~ig.Edinburgh

Stephan Fiissel, ed. Gutenl?etg-lahrl?Ncherg-Jahrch
2007.
Wiesbaden: Erlag Otto Harrassowitz, 2007.
328p ill. ISBN 9783447055253. euro 75.00.
(Free of charge to members o f the
Gutenberg-Gesellschaft, Liebfrauenplatz 5,
55116 h i k z . )
The Gntenberg-Jahrhch 2007 has the usual
broad sections, containing ten essays on
incunabula and early printing, five on the history of printing and illustration, and two each
on library history and periodical history. Nine
contributions are in English, eight in German, and one each in Italian and Spanish.
Each surviving copy of the G~ltenbergBible is a unicum, and a suite of splendid colour reproductions will introduce the twovolume Austrian National Library copy to
many, as well as establishing Karl-Georg
Pfandtner's attribution of the illumination
to two artists working in the Vienna region.
Other manuscripts from these masters narrow the dating window to between 1454 and
1458. Accordingly this copy must have
found its way to Vienna straight from the
press to be embellished for an owner with
the illuminated initials B E (vol I, fol. Ir).
Maybe a definite location will help reveal B
E and so complete the record of this Bible's travels before its return to Vienna in
1783.
Severin Corsten posits a sequence for the
1466-7 publications of Cologne's proto-ty... / 10
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pographer, Ulrich Zell, which clarifies the
sureness of his technical and publishing procedures. Jos Hermans reports in depth on
the Dutch town of Zwolle as an early printing centre. Angelo Nuovo's "Gian Vincenzo
Pinelli's Collection of Catalogues of Private
Libraries in Sixteenth-CenturyEurope" is astonishing in its range and richness. Other early
studies concentrate for the most part on single titles or themes.
Dermot McGuhe's study of Irish fonts
devised in conjunction with European
typefounders over several centuries brings
out the creative importance of Victor Hammer's uncials in the final phase before the
official adoption of plain roman types.
Other printing and illustration topics are:
career links between parsonage and printing shop in protestant Franconia; printing
material imported into seventeenth-century
Hungary; "Persian Incunabula"; and the
slants given to Slavonic versions of Wilhelm
Busch's illax und M o r i t ~The library of the
astrologer Wenzel Faber von Budweis
(c.1455/1460-1518) is described and its
working context evoked by Don C. Skemer,
and a survey of early Low Country imprints
in Scottish libraries has been compiled by
William A. Kelly. Jane Potter considers
Hodder & Stoughton's patriotic contribution to the Great War in "A record of wartime publishing: The Bookman." Jiirgen Wilke
investigates the recent side-activity of newspapers as book publishers. Notably, in 2004
the SiiddezrtscherZeihng launched its selection
of the fifty greatest novels by fifty of the
greatest twentieth-century writers. Published
weekly as handsomely produced hardbacks
at 4.90 per single title or 4 euros when purchased as a set - 80,000 complete sets and
an average 200,000 copies per title sold
within the year - a run of 10,000,000 copies
yielding 20,000,000 euros. This is just one
of several success stories enabling attractive
libraries to be built up affordably in the
home.
The Gutenberg Prize, awarded in alternate years by the cities of Leipzig and Mainz,
went in 2006 to Hubert Wolf for his many
years of research in the Vatican archives into
papal book censorship. The Lauhtio and his
acceptance lecture are printed. Another
Gutenberg Prizewinner, Henri-Jean Martin,
co-author with Lucien Febvre of
L2pparirin drr hvre, and with Roger Chartier
of the four-volume Histoire de l'e'dition
francaise, died earlier this year. FrCdCric
Barbier writes in his appreciation:
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sources such as Scamp: The Sparkling CompanionforMen as well. Also the inclusion of what
he labels "self-supporting representations"
underscores the general usefudness of his approach: Wedgwood and Staffordshire vases,
tableware, and statuettes, Prattware pot lids,
decorated paper fans, and perfume boxes depicting characters and scenes from Sterne's
works, and paintings such as Leslie's "Uncle
Toby and the Widow Wadman" are all grist
to his mill.
At times he is almost too keen to fonnalize his findings, and single out distinct trends
and neat shifts in cultural ideas, but he fortunately realizes the danger of over-classification
and calls his distinctions basic reference points,
which do indeed enable one to fit any specific
illustration into a wider picture, so to speak.
At one point, after having pointed out that
there is little mention of colour in his works,
he suggests that Sterne may have been colour
blind (42, n. 102). One may well wonder. But
this is a very minor carping about a very useful
and well-written groundbreakingstudy.

"L'Histoire du livre a perdu son inventeur."
Incidentally, the entireJahrbrrch has now been
digitized (www.digizeitschriften.de) , and an
index volume (1 926-2005) will appear
shortly.
Douglas Martin
ConsuLtantBook Designer, Leice~ter

WB. Gerard. Laurence Sterne and the L'isdImagination. Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006. xvi, 251
p. ill. ISBN 075465673X. $99.95, A50.00.
Sterne'sworks have spawned more images
than any other eighteenth-centurywriter, and
as yet there is no complete list of the hundreds of book illustrations,paintings, engravings and artifacts inspired by Tnitram Shun4
and A SentimentalJourng,as well as by Sterne's
sermons and published correspondence.Recent volumes of The Shanriean print an ongoing attempt to describe them all, but the end
is not yet in sight. Until Gerard's study came
out, Catherine Gordon's chapter on Sterne in
her 1988 British Paintings oj. Snbjects from the
English Novel 1740-1870, itself the outcome
of an earlier article on the development of
Sterne illustration, was the only comprehensive study of illustrated Sterne.
In this excellent book, partly made up of
revised versions of long articles previously
published in Eighteenth-Century Fiction, Studies in Eighteenth-Centuy Czrlture, and The
Shanriean, Gerard addresses the pictorial appeal of Sterne, and the ways in which his highly
visualizing style of writing inspired art works.
He focuses on two specific immensely popular subjects (Corporal Trim reading the sermon in Tristram Shan(y, and Maria of
hloulines in A Sentikental Journey), and compares the treatment of sentimental subjects
in Sterne and Pvlackenzie's Man of Feeling. Wellillustrated (47 full-page plates), with a useful
fifty-page catalogue of visual representations
between 1760 and 2005, a bibliography and
index, this is a study which should be of interest to anyone interested in reception studies and the impact of book illustration. It is
equally fortunate that Gerard frequently generalises his findings in order to come to a kind
of methodology of book illustration. Much
of his study can be applied to other book
illustrations.He is surely right in pointing out
that "bibliographies and book catalogues are
notorious for underreporting illustrated editions." He is to be commended for having
travelled far and wide to inspect hundreds of
editions on-site in libraries and private collections, and to have scoured rather unusual

Peter de Voogd

Universig of Utrecht

Antony Griffiths. Pnntsfor Books: IIIustration
in France, 1760-1800. London: The British Library, 2006. xiv, 178p.ill. ISBN 0712387543.
$35.00

I

I

The eighteenth centuryin France provides
inexhaustible material for bibliogaphers and
for bibliophiles as well. In a period characterized by publishing ventures of tremendous
scope, book illustration was hardly a simple
matter. Just how complex a phenomenon it
was could hardly be better presented than in
Antony Griffith's 2003 Panizzi lectures, collected and expanded in this elegant small volume from The British Library.
The work is divided into three engaging
chapters where the lecturer's voice may still be
heard. The first chapter sets the stage by providing a brisk but rich picture of the world of
publishers and authors; the second explores
the relationship of engravers and capitalists;
and the final chapter brings into focus the
world of printers and bibliophiles.These presentations are accompanied by abundant and
judiciously selected illustrations that help the
reader see what Antony Griffiths has seen and
to understand what he has understood, and
that is a great deal indeed.

-
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These lectures not only shed hght on many
practices intrinsic to books and their illustration in the waning years of the ancien
rCgime, they also recreate for us a publishing world that has no exact analogy. At the
end of the third chapter, Griffiths says so
explicitly: "The reason that book illustration
of the period is so hard to grasp is because
the eighteenth century thought and worked
so differently from the present" (167-168).
With this as his general principle, Griffiths
organizes his commentary to bring many significant differences characteristic of the period, in particular its expectations, to light.
Whether he is discussing the exclusivity of
elite membership in the Guild of Booksellers ("thirty six persons - not a single one
more was permitted -who were allowed to
own and operate printing presses" [60]) as
it related to engraved books or to the capitalization of print making, or the difference
between a mn'ositiand a bil?lioth2que bien cboiJie
(1 16), to take but two among the many subtleties he examines, Griffiths grounds his essays in a cultural history of book makers,
illustrators and readers. He connects the
members of these related yet distinct groups
by constant reference to social settings, economic facts, and most tellingly, to a pithy
history of taste. We learn what consumers
of eighteenth-century illustrated books liked
and why; we see what it cost them to indulge
their preferences, and how the printer, illustrator and seller managed (or not) to make
the exceedingly complex economics of their
enterprises work; we witness how changes
in taste and in collecting cause the field, as
Pierre Bourdieu would call it, to change in
surprising ways during the French Revolution then extend itself, under the influence
of a new breed of bibliophiles, into the next
century.
All of these aperps are woven into an instructive narrative, rich in human detail and
thus frequently touching or amusing. Fortunes
are made and lost; artists behave badly and are
called on it; grandiose projects come and go.
The connection of individuals to history appears in numerous anecdotes. Here is my
favorite: the engraver Bartolozzi was insulted
by the editor of the Baskerville Ariosto, and
called among other things an asino (ass) and
a pokrone (coward). Bartolozzi then proceeded to engrave those terms on the tombstone of Brandimarte that illustrate Canto
XLIII "and they are indeed still to be read
on the plate" (122-124).
John Anzalone
Skidmore College
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Angela Kershaw and Angela Kimyongur, eds.
W h e n in Europe between the Warr: Politis, Culture and Socieg. Aldershot, Hampshire and
Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2007. xi, 249p. ill.
ISBN 9780754656845. L50.00, $99.95.
Between the two World Wars, European
women fought for the right to vote and to
enter the public sphere. While they made significant gains, they were often told to "go
home and keep quiet" (5), especially as the
rise of Fascism and Nazism relegated them to
traditional roles of homemakers and mothers. When they did breakinto cultural, professional and political arenas, they were often held
to a higher standard or pushed out at the first
opportunity. As Angela Kershaw and Angela
Kimyongiir write in their introduction to the
essay collection Women in Europe between the
Wars: Politics, Culture and Socieg, "progressive
and regressive definitions of femininity existed simultaneously during the inter-war period" (6).
W h e nin Europe between the Warsilluminates
the "relationship between the nation state and
women" (12) as manifested through women's struggle for political, social and cultural
power. Featuring contributions by scholars
from various countries in diverse fields, the
essays offer "practical illustrations," rather than
an overarchng theoretical perspective (2), even
though as a whole the collection addresses
class, ethnicity and sexuality as well as gender.
The theme of women's battle against exclusion, marginalization and erasure informs
the book's three sections. The collection focuses on women's creative writing, their attempts to gain access to cultural spaces and to
redefme their relation to the canon, and their
broader social and political impact during the
period. The wide-ranging essays explore topics as diverse as filmmaker Germaine Dulac,
who established France-Actualitis, female music conductors in the Women's Institute in
Britain, and women's changing role in the labor
force and the family in the Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic. The book also considers
British authors such as Rebecca West and
Storm Jameson, who wrote against the rise
of Fascism- a major concern for most of the
women discussed in this volume.
Several essays will be of particular interest to scholars of literary and book history.
One chapter focuses o n Hermynia Zur
Miihlen, the so-called "Runaway Countess"
who championed the working classes. Critical of the Makbenliteratur "traditionally conceived of as an exclusively bourgeois prod-

uct intended for a middle-class readership,"
Zur Miihlen created a Socialist literature for
young girls which contested both gender
and class expectations (94). Other essays
examine women's marginalization in the literary sphere. While in the Netherlands "all
the bestsellers in the period 1898-1930 were
by women" (111) and one title sold a
record-breaking 100,000 copies at a time
"when the average print run for a novel was
1,500" (112), Dutch women's writing often
received "a negative evaluation" by the
overwhelmingly male reviewers (115). Simlarly, the Italian literary establishment "reacted with particularly bad grace" when
Grazia Deledda won the Nobel Prize for
Literature for Cosima in 1926 (126). And in
Vienna, Jewish women intellectuals - such
as Eugenie Schwarzwald, whose influential
salon fostered discussion of avant-garde art
and ideas, and Alice Schalek, who became
Austria's first professional travel writer and
photojournalist - were often attacked in a
synergy of misogyny and anti-Semitism by
Jewish and Gentile men alike. Still today,
their contributions to Viennese culture are
largely ignored (166).
Women in Europe between the Wars is a rich
resource which stimulates the desire for further reading. One could only wish that the
publisher Ashgate had not chosen to print
this worthwhile collection in such an uncomfortably small font.
Susan Alice Fischer
Medgar Euers College,
The CizJ UniuersizJ of New York

Andrew J. Kunka and Michele K. Troy, eds.
M y Sinclair: Moving Toward the hfodern. Aldershot, UK and Burlington, VT: Ashgate,
2006. xiii, 267p. ill. ISBN 0754654664
[cloth] $99.95, L50.
Why should SHARP members care
about a new collection of essays on May
Sinclair? Do they know who Sinclair (18631946) was, or that she once was considered
a British writer of consequence? And if they
do, will they be interested in a volume that
pays little attention to her relations with publishers, to the publication formats of her
many novels, or to discussions of the cultural significance and circulation of the journals and "little magazines" in which her pioneering, pro-modemist literary essays and
... / 12
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book reviews appeared? They may perhaps
have come across her semi-autobiographical 1919 novel Maly Olivier:A Lye in one of
its reissues since the 1970s: first, by the British feminist press, Virago; then, as a
shortlived Penguin paperback; and more recently, through a series created by the New
York Review of Books. But they are unlikely
to be aware that Sinclair was the originator of
the term "stream-of-consciousness," or that
she was an early supporter of Ezra Pound, of
Imagist poetry, and of the dissemination of
Jungian and Freudian theory in English fiction and thus a figure whose reputation once
outshone that of Gertrude Stein, Dorothy
Richardson, and the young Rebecca West.
The appeal of May Sir~clair:Moving Towarh
the Modern for those concerned with print culture will rest on its extensive coverage of issues related to reception and reading. Positioning Sinclair not so much as High Modernist herself, but as one who prepared the
ground for modernism through her defense
of unconventional narratives, her breakthroughs in subject matter and perspective
(especially the application of psychoanalysis
to character-drawing),and her experiments in
form, Andrew J. Kunka and Michele K. Troy
move cautiously, in their role as editors, toward reinstating this neglected figure in the
twentieth-century canon. Essay upon essay
follows the practice suggested by the editors'
Introduction, basing its claim for her importance on her status as a precursor: one who
was read by and who influenced the rising
generation of the post-World War I era. But
the success of these efforts depends on how
convincinga case each essayist can fashion,while
showing not only that Sinclair's career and
texts paved the way for those of Lawrence,
Woolf, and others, but also shaped them.
This proves a more difficult task than one
might expect. There are, it seems, few letters
or other documents on which to draw for
concrete support. In the first half of the volume (titled "May Sinclair and Literary Modernism"), one contributor after another is
pushed toward the language of conjecture and
qualification: Sinclair's "The Divine Fire anticipated and may have helped make possible the
rewriting of classical mythology by later poets
like H. D." (Diana Wallace, 61); "Sinclair's and
Woolf's novels manifest remarkable similarities. I do not want to suggest a direct influence, although I think that a case could be
made for anxiety of influence on Woolf's
part" (George M. Johnson, 84); and "undoubtedly she played a part in the circulation
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of new concepts within the modernist vortex, many of her ideas correlating with those
of T. S. Eliot, Virginia Woolf, and others"
(Laurel Foster, 100).And the uncertainty flows
in the other direction,too: 'There is no record
as to whether or not Sinclair read Sons and
Lovers. . . [but] it seems likely" (Jane Eldridge
Miller, 72); 'Yet if we consider Sinclair's familiarity with James, it is not unreasonable to
assume that she knew of James's
compositional philosophies" (Rtchard Bleiler,
127). Fine and accomplished as these analyses
are, the weight of speculation undermines their
effectiveness.
Thus, one turns with relief to the essays
that stand on firmer ground: Jane Silvey's solid
discussion of Sinclair's obsession with the
Brontes as biographical subjects and as material for fiction; Cheryl A. Wilson's sound and
comprehensive examination of SinclwS bestknown novel, M a y Oliuier,both as a reaction
against mid-Victorianism and a response to
"New Woman" texts; Diane F. Gillespie's fascinating account of the journalistic duel between Sinclair and a prominent anti-suffragist;
and Philippa Martindale's persuasive reading
of Sinclair's biography of the Brontes as a
pro-suffrage tract in disguise. Such essays
make a strong case for this collection as a valuable addition to the libraries of those who
study modernist culture.
Margaret D. Stetz
University of Delaware

Karin Littau. Theories of Readng Books, Bodies, and Biblio~narria. Cambridge: Polity Press,
2006. xi, 194p. ill. ISBN 9780745616599,
$26.95 [paper].
In her introduction to Theories of Reading,
author Karin Littau states that "literary interests in communication is a confluence of the
physiological, the material, and the technological - three strands which continually weave
their way through the fabric" of this philosophical examination of the place books hold
in human affairs. Littau's credentials - she is a
senior lecturer in English and Comparative
Literature at the University of Essex, with
special research in film and literature and in
cultural theory - color much of her writing in
this volume, particularly in the way she regards books not only as physical but 'mental' artifacts, a contemporary holistic ap-
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proach that is intellectually provocative from
beginning to end.
The introduction offers the author's
'anatomy' of reading and examines the infatuation readers often have with their books,
quoting Nietzsche's notion that "art is intoxication." Littau expands that intoxication into
a concept of the act of reading physically taking over our bodies. Calling this section
"Bibliomania" as she does, will prove to be at
&st glance a bit problematical for some scholars: bibliomania, historically, has had as much
to with acquisition as it has to do with the
reader voraciously consuming words and
pages and texts. Littau explains her point
quite well, supplementing it with citations of
major philosophers in media (of which books
are certainly a part) and visual culture such as
film.
Littau divides her book into seven major
aspects of reading history, material conditions,
the physiology of consumption, the reader in
fiction, the role of affect in literary criticism,
the reader in theory, and sexual politics. Some
readers may find the last a bit obtuse if they
are not skilled in feminist theory. Littau,
though, deftly explores such thinking as the
emancipation of female readers from compliant passivity to reason and active involvement
in books beyond cultural restraints. She emphasizes both sensory and mental aspects of
the act of reading, the passion produced by
sight, smell, touch, and, intellect: reading is a
multisensory part of human life.
In this, Theories is close kin to such books
as Jerome Rothenberg and David Guss's collection of essays, The Book, Spiritual Instnttnent (1996); Littau successfully bridges the
span between standard works on the history
of reading like Alberto Manguel's A Histoly
of Reading (1996) and more recent volumes
such as The Book Histoly Reader (2002), edited by David Finkelstein and Alistair
McCleery, and Leslie Howsam's OM Books
Q New Histories: ANOrie~tatiOnto Studies in
Book and Print Cultz~re(2006).
'Reading' this book in the way that the author explains the culturology of "reading" is
often difficult, but also stimulating. Theories
ofReadirglendsitself well to those who would
care to undertake ethnologies of reading, and
will be especially useful in graduate courses on
the culture of the book.
Kevin Grace
Universig of Ciniinnt~ti
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Robin Myers, Michael Harris and Giles
Mandelbrote, eds. F i n , Markets and the Itinerant Book Trade. New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll
Press and London: The British Library, 2007.
xv, 223p. ill. ISBN 9781584562009(0ak
Knoll); 9280712349840(BL).$47.50, L25.00.
This is the twenty-sixthvolume in the PtdlishingPathwqs series initiated by Robin Myers
and Michael Harris in 1981. Giles Mandelbrote
joined the editorial team commencing with
the volume published in 2000. Each volume
consists of papers originally offered at an annual conference organized around a particular
theme related to book history. In the tradition of its predecessors, Fairs, A4arkets andthe
Itinerant Book Trade consists of excellent essays by expert researchers in the field. The seven
essays deal with material spanning more than
four centuries, presented in roughly chronological order, and each has a different geographical focus. This broadviewis tightly held
together by adherence to the common theme,
and solidified by the very high overall quality
of research, writing and editorial care. The
volume is at once a record of proceedings, a
useful historical study, an informative reference work and an entertainingreadcr for those
with a bookish bent.
John Flood's essay on the Frankfurt Fair
opens the volume and provides a detailed
summary of the origins, rise and eventual
d e c h e of this centrally important early mode m marketplace for books. Flood digests information from a large corpus of German
sources. He discusses and illustrates the
printed catalogs produced for the Frankfurt
Fair and he presents and analyses statistics related to the book business carried on there
until superseded by Leipzig towards the end
of the eighteenth century.
Clive Griffm, in "The itinerant book trade
in 16"'-century Spain and Portugal" makes
articular usc of the papers of the Inquisition to shed light on otherwise obscure
traveling booksellers, pedlars and typographers who plied their wares and services
throughout the peninsula. These wares ranged
from foreign imprints of both approved and
suspect religious orientation to ballad broadsides, produced in great numbers.
Ian Macleal elucidates aspects of the ItalicoFranco-Spanish book trade by reference to the
intricate case of the Lyonnais publisher,
Symphorien Beraud, who was murdered in
1586. Beraud had been the factor and heir of
an Italian publisher, Filippo Tinghi. After
Beraud's death, his own partner and busi-
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ness successor, Etienne Michel, failed to live
up to his financial obligations and was eventually pursued by the powerful Spanish merchant, Simon Ruiz, on behalf of Beraud's
family. I n 1591, a detailed inventory was
taken of hfichel's stock, and this inventory is
reproduced in a substantial appendix to the
article. Maclean's work is a model of archival research and makes available new and
worthwhile information, useful both for reference and further study.
David Stoker analyses the different forms
of booksefing activity in East Anglia from
around 1570 to 1800 in his article, preked 'To
all booksellers, country chapmen, hawkers and
others.' The various forms of itinerant book
traders are carefully defined and diskguished,
including pedlars, hawkers, chapmen, and
postboys. Stoker also provides a most entertaining section on the markets and book auctions of East Anglia in his period. Another
entertaining and interesting article, by John
Morris, appears later in the volume and gives
the history of "The Scottish Chapman." Both
articles are distkguished by ample and wellchosen selections of poems and ballads on
their subject. I venture that the bookish reader
mentioned above will particularly enjoy and
appreciate Morris's article, which is also wellillustrated visually.
Good illustrations also accompany Jeroen
Salman's study about itinerant distribution in
the urban Netherlands. Salman is involved in
an extensive Dutch research project, entitled
"The pedlar and the dissemination of the
printed word," which will study, compare and
contrast Dutch and English itinerant dlstribution networks from 1600 to 1850. He makes
original use of a new Dutch legal history database,compiled by Sjoerd Faber. Michael Harris's
concluding article o n London street booksellers, 1690-1850, also makes new use of material gathered for the study of social history; in
this case, Henry Mayhew's study of London
Labuttrandthe London Poor, published in 1851.
The chan*g
venues and character of street
s e w are very well portrayed for the period.
All in all, Fairs, Marketsandthe Itinerant Book
Tradeis a wcVconceived collection of excellent
essays. Readers of book history should be
impressed here by the research, which provides
new material from original sources, and by the
organization,fluent exposition andvisual presentation of so much highly relevant information.
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Richard-Gabriel Rumrnonds. Nineteenth-centtnyprintingpracficesand the iron handpress, with
selected readngs. 2 201s. New Castle and London: Oak Knoll Press and The British Library
in association with Five Roses Press, 2004.
1051p. ill. ISBN 9780712348676 (UK);
1584560886 (USA). ~ 3 5$150,
,

a hi^ is a sumptuous production every
sense of the word. Rummonds has already
given us the highly regarded Printing on the
~
~
~1998dand is~thought
~ by~many~
~
to be one of the greatest modern exponents
N~~ he has provided us with the
that
from the
ultimate guide to the subject,
~ ~ ~ l i printing
~ h manuals
- 1 pub~ ~ ~
lished between Moxon (1683-4) and the end
the ~eteel,th-cel,tury, what was origto the earlier
nally intended as an
book has now grown into two impressive
volumes.
~
~ the ordering
k
i of ~subjects
~ from
M~~~~as a guide, each chapter begins with a
commentary by ~~~~d~
followed by a
of readings on that
selected
from the sources. ~h~ annotated bibliography of manuals and associated publications
lists three hundred and thirty-eight such
sources. ~~~h reading is further commented
on: by my reckoning the twenty-eight chapters contain some four hundred and fortyfour
~h~~~are accompafljed by just
Under five hundred illustrations, mostly
thin the text. ~h~ appendices provide not
only the annotated bibliography, but a
chronological index to the manuals, a checklist of descriptions and illustrations of iron
handpresses in those manuals, and a Concordwhich allows the readcr to find the extracts quoted from M~~~~ by ~~~~d~
in
M
~
~ 1683~edition~and also
' ~~~i~
~
version of 1962. ~h~~~is a furand carterYs
ther bibliography of
references, an
index ofnames, and a ~
l
~
~
~
~
The source material, being a specialized
literature, was probably never very Corn;,
much of it has becolne almost unavailable and, if found, somewhat expensive.
~h~ bibliography provides locations of the
~
~
~
material in some institutions in ~
Canada, Japan, the United Kingdom and the
united states, which is usehi if not exhaustive. H
~ the great
~ value of
~ these vol~
~
umes is that it is now possible to go to one
source to see what, in the writings on a
largely unchanging craft, has been said of
*lvanBregman significance on a specific topic over a peC-rbana-Champaign riod of over w~ hundred years, accompa... / 14
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nied by commentary from one of today's
leading experts. As Rummonds points out,
'borrowing' by writers from their predecessors is common and illustrates the conservativeness of the trade. Rummonds may himself be said to have continued in this practice but in his approach he has produced the
most encyclopaedic and useful account of
the subject so far written.
The author acknowledges his great debt to
the editingof Stephen 0 . Saxe, who provides
a foreword to the two volumes. The presentation of the materials and the production of
the volumes are exemplary as one would expect from such a source, and the typography
of Bradley Hutchinson and end-papers by
John DePol alone make it a book to own.
Rummonds has certainly provided the most
'handsome' printer's manual of all time, one
of which any of his predecessors would have
been proud.

Del.: Oak Knoll Press, 2006. xvii, 265p.
ISBN 1584561882. $49.95.
A rather wide-ranging collection of essays on rare books, collecting and fine printing from the Fellowship of American
Bibliophilic Societies, which has more than
5,000 members. No CIP data inside or bar
code outside, so this was presumably aimed
at the membership.

Baltic Sea regions and elsewhere. Confirmed
keynote speakers are William St Clair, Hans
Walter Gabler, and Isabel Hofmeyr.
What is shared among and across disdplines when the historical and contemporary
transmission of knowledge is considered in
material terms? How can we understand the
inter- and intra-national circulation of
knowledge, involving fiction, non-fiction
and scientific writing, its material producScott-Martin Kosofsky, ed. The SP Century: tion, and distribution via libraries, commerBostonk Socieg o f Pnhters Through One Hun- cial markets and non-commercial channels?
dred
of Change. Boston: The Society of How have the efforts of printers, editors,
Piinters & The ~~~t~~public Libiary, co-pub- graphic designers, programmers, entreprelished with o a k ~
~press,~2006.l xx,l26hp, neurs, publishers, distributors and of course
writers affected production, reception and
ISBN 1584561947. $45.
plinters seldom can indulge themselves, significance? How are ideas of a public - a
but when they can, readers are treated to the literary or general public, an author's, or the
pubhc sphere - linked to the histories of
fuller
of the book arts.T~~bad this
was printed to a standard tsize; the pages people who write, make or read books, and
are
to ideas gender,
were designed to have more gracious margins.
MichaelL. Turner
regional
or
metropolitan
identities, or to cofi Gowan's essay d e h e s
to include
Oxjoni, UK the dynamic
lonial
and
post-colonial
experience?
on a computer screen and
Emphasis is placed not only on inter- and
is worth reading.
intra-national transmission but on self-reflecSHORT
and
HelenScott.CaribbeanWomenWritersand tion
bounda"~.
Is
book
history
~ l ~ b ~ l ~ i ~ ~i of~ ~i ~~ ~ ~
: d i~
~~
~~
~ ~ addiscipline
~ with
~
methods
of
its
own
that
can
contribute
to
~
~
~v t : ~l
k ~2006.
~ 193p.
h ~ ISBN
~~
~ ~ ,
~
~
,
Ronald I. Cohen. Bibliograpb of tbe Writings
other disciplines? Or is it an inter- or cross0754651347. $89.95.
of Sir Winston Cburcbrll. Landon and New
disciplinary
meeting point? Can rethinking
scottreadsrecent literaturei n ~ ~ ~from
l i ~ h
Thoemmes Conkuum, 2006. 3 ~01s..
disciplinary
questions lead us to an
and about ~ l a i eG
,
~ ti^^
~ and G
~ ~ ~these
- ~
,
kx- 2183~.ISBN 11826472354. 990, &525. nada in the e c o n o ~ context
improved understanding of specific cultural,
c
of the postFar more complete than Frederick independence Caribbean. Includes explora- politica1,
and geographic featwe'
Woods's bibliography (2" rev. ed. 1975), tions d w o r k by ~ d + D
d ~ ~ ~oonya
~ that ~shape materials
~
~in print, culture? Small
these volumes dissect the composition and ~
languages,
large
markets
- an
~~
~ ~ a pauline
~i ~ ~ ~~ ~ l
dd
~ ~
~ apt descrip,
revision of Churchill's major works, and
tion
of
the
Nordic
situation
addresses the
and others.
exhaustively list his journalism and ephemexport of small-language works to internaera. Correspondencewith publishers and littional markets. Conversely, small markets
erary agents, print runs, sales figures, literimport large-language works, often outary earnings, and publishing contracts are
weighing domestic material.
also covered in detail.
To reiterate, the conference has an international and interdisciplinary aim. Strategies
Mark Elliott. Color-BWJustice: Albion Toutge'e
deployed by international readerships,
Published Words, Public Pages
and the Quest for Racial Equal$ f m the Civil
booktrades and scholars for responding to
questions posed by the conference will help
War to Plessy y. F e r - o n New York: Oxford
SHARP Copenhagen:
illuminate the situation of the Nordic and
University Press, 2006. 388p, ill. ISBN
a Nordic conference on
Baltic Sea regions through comparative ex9780195181395. $30.
ample.
International Print Culture
Biography of nineteenth-century equal
For h t h e r details and a list of topics that
rights activist and novelist Albion Tourgke,
the conference might wish to explore, visit
lead plaintiff's counsel in the landmark SuThe Danish Royal School of Library &
<http://www.sdu.dk/ilkm/
preme Court case Plesy u. Ferpson, which led
Information Science, Copenhagen
SHARPCopenhagen>
to the 1896 "separate but equal" decision.
10 - 12 September 2008
Please send abstracts in English (500
Tourgke's brief on the case coined the phrase
words
maximum) or proposals for sessions
"color-blind" justice.
Published IVork, Public Pages aims to gather
'
before
31 January 2008 to the following:
together current research into print culture
Robert H. Jackson and Carol Z. Rothkopf, - book history, textual studies, sociology of 1 sharpcopenhagen@sdu.dk
eds. Book Talk: Essays on Books, Booksellers, literature, library studies, literature and meCollecting, and Special Collections. New Castle, dia studies - undertaken in the Nordic and
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"The age of guessing
is passed away"

An exhibition to mark the David
Thompson Bicentennial
Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library, University
of Toronto, Canada.
22 My - 31 August 2007
The North American David Thompson
Bicentennial (2007 to 2011) is a continent-wide
initiative that aims to commemorate the character and accomplishments of one of the
greatest Canadian cartographers and ethnographers of the nineteenth century. This initiative will formally memorialize significant
events that took place in the life of this important North American historical figure between 1807 and 1811. As part of these celebrations, the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library has undertaken an exhibition to honour
his life and works.
h prolific writer and sawy explorer,David
Thompson (1770-1857) left animpressive and
diverse legacy of works ranging from essays
to maps, journals, notebooks and letters. Rom
t o a p o o r family in London in 1770,
Thompson joined at the age of seven, the
Grey Coat Hospital, a charity school. At fourteen, he was hired as an apprentice by the
Hudson's Bay Company, a fur trading co-operative business operating in Fort Churchill,
Canada. Thompson spent his early years with
the Company travelling across the Northern
regions of the country, helping in the establishment of trading posts. During his travels,
he learned Cree and Peigan and observed the
natural diversity of these uncharted areas.
Exploration and surveying became his greatest interests and led him to join the Hudson's
Ray Company's chief rival, the North West
Company. Thompson stayed with the latter
until his rctircment in 1812. He then spent
the next few years working on the creation of
what would later become one of his most
renowned achievements: a Large map of the
Canadian Northwest. In 1817, at the age of
forty-seven, Thompson was appointed a surveyor of the boundary commission created
under the Treaty of Ghent (1814) whose purpose was to fx the boundary between Canada
and the United States.
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Beyond these mapping projects,
Thompson's works embrace the eighteenthand nineteenth-century interests in teleological questions such as the classifications of
plants and animals, the nature of earth, geological phenomena, and the origins of people. Throughout his daily journals, notebooks,
letters, articles to newspapers and travel narrative, the Northern explorer engaged in the
learned discourse of his time, sharing his reflections and his observations o n North
American Natives and the natural scene of the
regions he visited.
The Fisher exhibition aims to highlight
Thompson's geographical and ethnographic
contributions. It includes documents from the
Ontario Archives as well as objects from the
Fisher Library's own collections such as
Thompson's several drafts of the manuscript
of his "Travels" and editions of his essays.
Apart from showcasingThompson's writings,
the exhibition also examines the role of the
fur trade in the exploration and mapping of
Canada. Maps documenting the French and
British explorations of North America are exhibited along with notarial voyageur and sales
contracts, manuscript letters and other various papers that trace the history of the Hidson's Bay and North West Companies. These
additions help highlight the context in which
Thompson lived and underline the importance
of his work and participation in a trading tradition at the root of Canada's development.
Works from nineteenth-century authors from
which Thompson derived his inspiration are
also displayed and further enhance the cartographer's engagement in the scientific debates
of his era. These consist, notably, of John
McIntosh's The Discovety of America by
Christopher Columbus, and The Origin of the
North American Indians (1836), John Dunn
Hunter's Memoirs of a Capivig Among the Indan5 of N o h America, F m Childhood to the Age
of Nineteen (1824), and Sir John Franklin's
works on the polar sea (Narrative ofa Journey
to the Shores ofthe Polar Sea in the years 1819,
20, 2 1 and 22, 1823; Narrative ofa Second Expedition to the Shores of the Polar Sea in the l'ears
1825,1826 and 1827,1828).
To complement the installation at Fisher
Library, a comprehensive and abundantly illustrated website replicating the exhibition?
catalogue has also been created: <http://
www.library.utoronto.ca/fisher/exhibitions/

current.htrnl> From a distance, researchers
interested in Thompson's work are able to
search and read about the rare and unique documents presented at the exhibition. Both the
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website and the exhibition provide fascinating resources for book historians and cultural studies specialists alike, and serve as a
good initiation to David Thompson's rich
legacy.

Federico da Montefeltro
and His Library
The Morgan Library and Museum
8June - 30 Septe~nber2007
This exhibition is very small, containing
exactly thirteen items, but very good. The focus of the exhibitionis the library of Federico
da Montefeltro (1422-1482), one of only two
of the great fifteenth-century Italian manuscript libraries that survives more or less complete. The library was acquired by Pope Alexander VII exactly 350 years ago, in 1657, and
entered the Vatican Library as the Codices
Urbinates, whose riches have contributed to
a number of recent exhibitions of more gcnera1 scope. Yet surprisingly, this is the first
exhibition to focus exclusively on Federico's
library.
T h e illegitimate son o f Count
Guidantonio (1404-1443), Federico da
Iviontefeltro was a conhtliere, a warrior for hire
who drew on the humanistic education he
had received from Vittorino da Feltre to create a mafflificent library that would burnish
his image as a man of culture as well as a man
of power. Put together in consultation with
Vespasiano da Bisticci, the noted Florentine
bookseller/publisher, the books in Federico's
library were the h e s t money could buy, caref d y written by the best scribes and illurninated by the best artists of the day. The first
manuscripts from Florence came from the citcle around Vespasiano, but in time Federico's
project attracted scribes like Matteo de' Contugi
and miniaturists like Franco de' Russi and
Guglielmo Giraldi, so that by the 1480s there
was a decorative style specific to the Urbino
scriptonum. At the time of Federico's death
there were over 900 volumes, including a wide
variety of classical texts, some vernacular and
medieval works, a large section on theology,
and a good selection of contemporary and
scientific works.
Among these treasures, thirteen highlights were chosen to help recreate the li... / 16
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brary and its ambience. The exhibition is
installed in the Morgan's Clare Eddy Thaw
Gallery, a 20 x 20 x 20 foot cube designed
by Renzo Piano and enhanced for this exhibition by digital reproductions of the inlaid
wood-panel walls from Federico's famous
studiolo with its twenty-eight portraits of famous philosophers, popes, saints, and poets. Included as well are the eagle-shapedlectern, the central piece of furniture in the library, and the double portrait of Federico
and his son Guidobaldo from the Galleria
Nazionale in Urbino, less famous perhaps
than Piero della Francesco's in the Uffizi but
just as interesting. Among the books, pride
of place goes to the Latin Gospels, also exhibited during the second Vatican Council
in 1962, but there are several other religious
texts as well: Gregory the Great's Comment a q on the Book of Job, the works of Francesco
deUa Rovere, Pope Sixtus IV, an antiphonary
(Urbino, Museo Diocesan0 Xlbani), and
Origen's Contra Celsum in an incunable edition. The works of Virgil, a standard author
in the humanist curriculum, are represented
by the Vatican manuscript with a spectacular miniature of Guglielmo Giraldi depicting Aeneas fleeing from the burning city of
Troy. Three other manuscripts were dedicated to the Duke: the Horoscopefor the Year
1475,probably by Iacobus of Speyer; the Septe
Giornate della Geographia by Francesco
Berlinghieri; and Poggio Bracciolini's Historia
Florentina, completed by his son Jacopo, who
dedicated the prologue of a story in which
Federico had participated to the Duke himself. The last two items are letters that document the involvement of both Federico and
Pope Sixtus IV in the Pazzi Conspiracy, the
infamous attempt to seize power in Florence
by killing the Medici brothers.
The accompanying catalogue (Marcello
Simonetta, Federico &J Montefeeltro and His Lib r a ~intro.
,
by J. J. G. Alexander w a n : Y.
Press, 2007, in conjunction with the Riblioteca
Apostolica Vaticana)] is sumptuously illustrated, in the best tradition of Italian exhibition catalogues, and contains a separate section on each ofthe exhibited items along with
general discussions and new information on
the Duke and the key elements of his library
and its holdings. Delio Proverbio, for exarnple, shows that half of Federico's Hebrew
manuscripts came from the library of a Jewish merchant from Volterra after Federico's
violent sacking of that city, and Marcello
Simonetta has identified the codex in the double portrait as the hforalia inJob exhibited here.
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Vespasiano da Bisticci's claim that Federico
would have only handwritten books in his
library has been widely repeated, but building
on clues that have been available for over a
century, Martin Davies identifies and discusses
the significantgroup of incunables that nonetheless found their way into the library. And
finally, in what appears to have been a lastminute addition to the project, Simonetta has
deciphered a fascinating letter written by
Federico to Sixtus via his envoys in Rome that
provides detailed plans for the Pazzi Conspiracy and confirms the involvement of these
two figures.
Initially one might leave this exhibition
feeling a little disappointed: it is unquestionably small, the antithesis of the modem-day
'blockbuster.' Yet there is something to be
said for a well-selected group of books that
impress with quality rather than number, and
in part because of its size, this exhibition invites one to linger and meditate. And it is
surprisingly accessible: I took my eight-yearold son, and he was entranced. The exhibition will be moved to the Palazzo Ducale in
Urbino in Winter, 2008. If you missed it at
the Morgan, do try to see it there.
Craig Kallendorf
Texas A&AI Univerig

The Extravagant Ambassador:
Alexandre Vattemare,
The French Ventriloquist Who
Changed the World
The Boston Public Library
16June - 29 September 2007
It is entirely appropriate that the best way
to get to this jewel of an exhibit is through
the Dartmouth Street entrance to the original
McKim Building at the Boston Public Library,
where the words "Free-to-all" are carved above
the doors. Its subject, Xlexandre Vattemare
(1796-1864), was, after all, the mastermind
behind one of the earliest examples of worldwide resource sharing: a System of International Exchanges that provided for the exchange of books, autographs, prints, medals
and cultural artifacts that criss-crossed oceans
and continents in an attempt to foster mutual understanding, technological advancement, and economic prosperity. An offshoot
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of this happy enterprise was the beginning
of the public library movement in America,
and the founding of the Boston Public Library, the first major municipally-funded
public library in the United States, in particular.
It is hard to imagine a more compelling
combination of personal history and material
evidence.This beautifully mounted exhibition
which opened this past January at the
BibliothPque Forney in Paris, documents
Vattemare's remarkable life with books, letters, paintings, photographs, theater programs, press clippings, facsimiles, and an astonishing array of artifacts in remarkable condtion. Vattemare was a man of many talents.
An uncanny facility as a ventriloquist made
itself apparent at an early age, to the vast entertainment (and consternation)of his family
and others in his native French village. lie failed
as a theological student and was tossed out
of medical school for pranks (one can only
imagine) involving cadavers and his skiU with
voices. (A heroic streak, however, became apparent when other students fled the building
in which typhus victims were being held, and
Vattemare stayed behind to treat them.) Marriage and the need to find support led to
Vattemare's incarnation as "Monsieur
Alexandre," ventriloquist extraordinaire.
Ventriloquists at the beginning of the nineteenth century enjoyed a kind of mythic status; one man embodied many voices and many
faces, without the use ofdurnmies. Alexandre
was, by all accounts, the supreme practitioner
of his time. "The public appreciated the huge
range of voices he conveyed - men, women,
children, evil spirits, animals, saws, sizzling
omelettes - and also marveled at his ability to
transform himself by quick-fire changes of
costume and bodily contortion," according to
one account. Indeed, so great was his appeal
that he performed before many heads of state
and intellectual luminaries of the day. This
wide popularity found expression in
Vattemare's A l h Cosmopolite, a compilation
of drawings and autographs contributed by
his many admirers, who included Queen Victoria, Lafayette, the Archbishop of Canterbury,
Emperor Ferdinand I of Austria, and Nicholas
of Russia, among many others. The album
also documents Vattemare's growing passion
for collecting, with facsimiles of the many
engravings, medals and pictures he was amassing at the time. In addition to the fascinating
insights into Vattemare's success and collecthabits the album affords, it was hghly
I .ing
instrumental when it was published in the
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late 1830s and helped to finance the extraordinary transition of M. Alexandre, ventriloquist, into M. Vattemare, cultural ambassador.
In petitions and manifestos that find echoes today in proclamations from cultural promoters like UNESCO, Vattemare asked the
French Parliament to authorize his General
System for the Exchange of Duplicates. "Need
I insist?" he asked. "The exchanges are in the
nation's best interest. They benefit science,
philosophy, and politics; they enlighten the
government, help make the roads safer and
its activities more productive; they provide
agriculture with new tools and methods; and
they will lead to even greater activity for industry and commerce." The French Parliament
said no but, to its everlasting credit, both
houses of the U.S. Congress unanimously
passed Vattemare's appeal (its motto was "give
with joy, receive with gratitude.") Acceptance
in Canada followed (it is suggested that
Vattemare's efforts there were, in part, responsible for Quebec's francophone identity),and
France eventuallycame around. The result, as
evidenced by the marvelous display of books
bearing the "Exchange" stamp, was remarkable, especially when one considers the
logistical challenges of transporting these
materials over land and sea in those years.
Vattemare himself faced these challenges during his many journeys: one of the most affecting items in the exhibit is the transportable writing desk - laptop? - he used as he
continued his steady stream of correspondence even as he crossed the ocean.
In an 1849 letter, Elizabeth Quincy, whose
family, the Adamses, had championed
Vattemare and whom he visited in Massachusetts, expressed regret at the transition of M.
Alexandre, the beloved pet of the crowned
heads of Europe, into the somber-sided hl.
Vattemare, promoting his System of Exchange. ''Me does not scruple to bewail [this]
as the great misfortune of his life," she observed, adding, "By which, however, he will
secure a portion of fame hereafter." Indeed.
Ellen D. Gilbert
Princefon, nil]
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Communication and information
in the 18"' century:
the Habsburg Monarchy
Austrian National Library, Vienna
28 - 30April2007
It was no accident that Robert Musil chose
his own birth country, the Austro-Hungarian
monarchy, to elaborate on the observation that
a resident has at least nine characters, including
the national, state, class and geographical. How
was it possible to communicate in a country
which was almost like no other, characterised
by multi-ethnicity and multiculturality: "in
einem von hlultiethnizitat und Multikulturaltat gepragten Raum zu kommunizieren," as hforitz Csiky from the Vienna
Academy of Sciences put it in his opening
speech. The subject continued to be discussed
by scholars from ten countries in this conference hosted by the Society for Book Research
in Austria and the Austrian Society for Eighteenth Century Studies.
The conference theme was the Habsburg
book history of the eighteenth century, in
which as the era of reformed absolutist rule,
book production was stronglyencouraged.The
symbolic figurehead of this rise in production
was Johann Thomas Trattner, Maria
Theresia'sprot&i, a hated printing pirate, and
one of the greatest book entrepreneurs in
eighteenth-century Europe. Several conference contributions revolved around his person. In his introductory paper, FrOdOric
Barbier from the Ecole Pratique des Hautes
Etudes in Paris analysed the business relations
of Trattner with Paris and thus charted a
focussed panorama of the French book trade
in Europe during the Age of Enlightenment.
Trattner's influence on the development of
national book cultures was analysed by Anja
Dular from the Slovene National Museum,
with Slovenia for a case study. Hans-Joachim
Kertscher (University of Halle) gave a detailed description of the commercial and
personal relations between the publishing
houses of Gebauer and Schwetschke in Halle
and Trattner and other Viennese booksellers.
A different picture from the protectionist
Maria-Theresian reform period was offered by
the brief liberal era of Joseph's I1 reign (1780-
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1790); bookshops multiplied in numbers,
oppositional and clandestine literatures
spread. Christine Haug from the University
of Munich investigated how producers distributed their clandestine literature in Central
and Eastern Europe. Besides this highly professional trade, a spontaneous underground
literature existed, which operated without the
authorities of the book market and often only
with manuscripts. In his very lively paper,
Hellmut G. Haasis depicted these subversive
activities. Their most important centre in
Germany was Nuremberg, but the activities
also caused some unrest in the Habsbmg
monarchy.
The mediation of knowledge was a central demand of Enlightenment. Reinhart
Siegert from the University of Freiburg gave
us an impressive overview of the production
of popular enlightened literature. Although
there was less than in Protestant territories,it
was remarkable all the same and often of high
quality. One should not forget that besides
German enlightened and school literatures
there were also Hungarian, Czech, Slovene,
etc.
Many other contributions raised the question of what knowledge was mediated in
which manner. How did the orthodox Jewish population react to compulsory schooling? Which aims and strategies were pursued
by the fledgling academic journalism? Which
influence came from cultural transfer between
the Ottoman Empire and the Habsburg
Monarchy? What did Prague and Pest's citizens like best to read, and where did they
procure their books from? How were the
Southern and Eastern Slav territories colonised and integrated intellectually? How did
the ideas of Enlightenment live on in the
Austrian state in the nineteenth century?
These and many other questions were discussed with much commitment over two
lovely days at the venerable former Imperial
court library. The contributions will be published in the series Buchforschtmng. Beiirage ptn
Btmchwesen in Osierreich (Harrassowitz). We
hope our conference has provided some
stimulus to examining the book history of
the Habsburg monarchy in its supranational
context. Writing this history could be a fascinating task for a young generation of scholars - a historical and topical challenge at the
same time.
Johannes Frimmel
University of Vienna
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Beyond the Text: Bibliography
in the Digital Age
The Fourth National Conference
on the State of
Canadian Bibliography
Grande Bibliothkque, hlontrkd, Qdbec,
Canada
20 - 22Jnne 2007
This year's annual meeting of the Bibliographical Society of Canada / Socikt.6
Bibliographique du Canada, held at biontr&al's
spectacularnew Grande Bibliothkquewith the
cooperation of the Bibliothkque et Archives
nationales du Qukbec (BAnQ), was also the
fourth national conference o n the state of
Canadian bibliography. The first, held in Vancouver in 1974, initated the series of national
assessments. The second, in Halifax in 1981,
focussed on '%ibliography for Canadian Studies: Present Trends and Future Needs." The
third, in Charlottetown in 1992, considered
"Achievements, Challenges, and Opportunities." As with its predecessors, selected papers
from this conference will be published.
Conference participants raised many concerns surrounding the transition from traditional print formats to new media. One recurring theme was celebration of the opportunities created by the digital age, which now enables extensive access to rare materials and the
integration of dispersed institutional holdings into virtual exhibitions. A corollary was
scholars' need to adapt the field of analytical
bibliography to accommodate newer processes
of publication and production. As well, spealers stressed the importance of developing and
preserving specialized collections of orighal
materials. Also of concern was the bibliographcal training of new scholars, notably the
graduate students in English departments. As
if to highlight the significance of support
from government institutions for such efforts
in Canada, the conference opened with an address by Madame Ldse Bissonnette, President
and Director of the BAnQ, and concluded
with a summary by Ingrid Parent, Assistant
Deputy Minister, Documentary Heritage Collection Sector, Library and Archives Canada..
Speakers approached the conference
theme from different perspectives. The opening plenary address by David Vander Meulen
(University of Virginia), 'Thoughts o n the
Future of Bibliographical Analysis,' considered the effects of new technologies on traditional bibliographical practices. Richard
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Landon (University of Toronto) colourfully
summarized the genealogy of bibliography
as a specialized field, in relation to the personalities and biographies of the individuals who established its protocols. Two speakers from Alberta, Thomas Hickerson (University of Calgary) and Ernie Ingles (University of Alberta), lauded the Glenbow
Museum's early commitment to digitize its
large, diverse collection of images, an undertaking that yielded not only opportunities for inter-institutional creativity, but also
surprising discoveries. Other practitioners
discussed ways that electronic dissemination
now affects their own work as bibliographers, whether working in the environment
of a large academic library in the case Mary
Kandiuk at York University and Carl Spadoni
at McMaster or, like Bruce Meier, as independent collectors captivated by a specific bibliographical project.
Of particular relevance to members of
SHARP were two sessions relating to book
history. The panel o n "The Place of Bibliography in the Academy Today" featured three
younger literature scholars who discussed the
critical role of enumerative and analytical bibliography in their own research on the history
of authorship and publishing in Canada. All
stressed the importance of bibliography as an
investigative tool in such projects as Eli
McLaren's aim to discover precisely how international copyright laws affected Canadian
publishing a century ago [see The SHARP
Edge in this issue of SHARP ATews], Linda
Quirk's efforts to understand the hstorical
situation of Canadian authors within the
wider field of international publishing, and
Nick Mount's goal to reconstruct the extensive network of Canadian writers and other
cultural workers who gathered in New York
at the end of the rlineteenth century. With
his tongue firmly planted in his cheek, Mount
suggested that bibliographers shouldn't
waste time talking to one another, but should
disband in order to infiltrate the associations
of literary scholars and book histonans (including SHARP) in order to promote the
value of bibliographical analysis for their
own research.
In the final session, three editors of the
recently completed History of' the Book in Canadu
/ Histoire clt/ Lure et 02 li'/@nrne'anCanadu p i c /
HWC) discussed the project's legacy. General
Editor Patricia Lockhart Fleming noted that
following the lead of Marie Tremaine, bibliography and book history have always been
entwined in Canada. She characterized HBiC/
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HLIC as a foundation, not a monument,
whose goal is to inspire further research.
From his perspective as an intellectual historian, Co-General Editor Yvan Lamonde
cited four major breakthroughs emanating
from HBiC/HLIC: new perspectives on the
print culture of New France, fresh findings
on literacy, enhanced understanding of links
between the country's print culture and its
urban/mass culture, and new insights into
the study of reading in Canada. Bertrum
MacDonald, the Editor of Electronic Resources who oversaw the project's five
databases (accessible at www.dal.ca/hbichlic), described their contents and the plan
for their relaunch in a new home at Library
and Archives Canada / Bibliothibliothkque
et Archives du Canada in the fall of 2007.
Carole Gerson
Simon Fraser llrtiverri~,I "ancouver, Canada

A book published by Queen Margaret
University, Edmburgh Research Professor
of Media and Print Culture was awarded the
2007 Robert Colby Memorial Book Prize.
Professor David Finkelstein, editor of the
book Print C~i/tnreand the Black1uood Tradition,
was presented with the award by the Research
Society for Victorian Periodicals (RSW) at
its annual conference in September. The prize
honours Robert Colby, one of the foremost
historians of nineteenth-century literary periodicals and magazines, and is given annually to the book judged to have been the best
in its field that year.
In giving the award, Anne Humpherys,
President of the Research Society for Victorian Periodicals, highlighted the book's
qualities, which made it stand out in a strong
field of contenders, saying: "We are pleased
t o make this award for Professor
Finkelstein's book, which most significantly
advanced the understanding of the nineteenth-century periodical press in 2006."
Professor Finkelstein said, "Ths is a great
honour for me. I am pleased that a book
about Scotland's cultural heritage has been
so highly praised."
The prize included a US$3,000 award and
an invitation to give the closing plenary lecture at the Society's conference, held this year
at Virginia Commonwealth University.
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Harold Halford Russell Love, a
Queenslander by birth (4 August 1937) died
in Melbourne on the lZrhof August 2007, in
his seventieth year. He was appointed to
Monash in 1963 and arrived with a brand new
Cambridge doctorate in the following year.
He began his professional life as he was to
continue it for the next forty years. Achievement followed achievement, and the end was
national andinternational distinction of a rare
order. Harold always had a research project on
hand, and everything he did (without exception) carried the distinctivemark of an inquisitive and original mind. He established new
fields of research, he also analysed them, and
displayed the results for other scholars to understand and investigate further.
His range of expertise became as extraordinary as his personal modesty: nineteenthcentury Chinese opera on the Australian goldfields; sources for Australian theatre research
(The Australian Stage: A Documentary History,
Sydney, 1984; and The GoldenAge of Australian Opera: W. S. Ljster and hrs Companies 186180, Sydney, 1981); Victorian popular culture
and English Restoration popular culture. He
demonstrated and then shared his astonishing skills in the complex arts of textual editing (both teaching and writing, in theory and
practice), so that his latest editorial work is
also his most challenging, the Plays, Poems and
Miscellarreoirs Wnlingsassociated with [sic] Geor;pe
Viliers, second Duke of Buckingham, coedited
with Robert D Hume (Oxford, 2007). He pioneered and plotted a new field of research into
manuscript circulation evolving into the new
print culture in early modem English literature; his Sm'bal Publication in Seventeenth-Cent i q England (Oxford, 1993) is the standard
text, revised and reissued as The Culttlre and
Commerce of Texts (Boston, M A , 1998). He
~ r o d u c e dthe d e f i t i v e edition of the poetry
of the Earl of Rochester (Oxford, 1999),conquering a textual history that was positively
byzantine. In another international partnership, with R. J. Jordan, he edited The Plays of
Thomas Southeme (Oxford, 1998). He also investigated the shadowy worlds of Restoration court culture, in Englsh Chndestine Satin
1660-1702 (Oxford, 2004), where there is an
Appendix of 112 pages providing a Firsl-line
I n d x to Selected [sic] Anthologies of Clandestine
Satin. There are collections of critical essays
on John Dryden, and there are papers on the
history and practice of music. There was also
a long and distinguished record as a PhD
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supervisor and Honours co-ordinator in the
English department, and there are journal articles hopefully still to appear, with the assistance of Harold's research assistant of many
years, Meredith Sherlock.
Harold was an academic's academic. There
was no junk research, no self-advertisement,
no modish compromising. His best work
took thirty years to mature, and when it did,
startingin 1993, no fewer than eight volumes
appeared. At the same time (1994-6) he was a
member of the Academy's Council, and its
Editor. His Monash colleagues will recall that
he was the founder of the Wednesday Consort, a group of early musicians in every sense
of the termearly, for their regular weekly concerts predated the establishment of a Music
department at the University. Harold led the
way with his recorder and viola da gamba.
There was a seemingly continuous string
of research grants, then peer recognition came
in his fellowship of the Australian Academy
of the Humanities, and then of the British
Academy, and of course the personal chair at
Monash, not to mention all of those invitations to speak at Harvard, Washington University, Cambridge, and many other places.
His contribution to the Academy Editions
of Australian Literature Project, as a key
member of the Editorial Board, bears eloquent testimony to his desire that academic
response to Australian literary culture could
and should be the equal of any, and he did
more than most to ensure that some of its
untold stories should begin to emerge into
daylight. One of his many reviewers (ram
Lockwood) has caught the precise note of
Harold's academic being, an ability to combine private inquiry and public benefit: 'Few
can have done so much as Love, not only to
open out a whole field of study to others, but
to expand into it with such hospitable expertise.' He seemed to be the link between everything we did at Monash and the rest of the
scholarly world; hls scholarly gaze was generous but tough-minded and comprehensive,
connectkg us up with enterprises far away from
Clayton, Victoria, and yet always firmly
grounded in Australian culture. It is sometimes argued that it is impossible to be internationally outstanding in more than one field.
Iiarold Love's career is the best disproof of
such a notion.
Harold's passing is a cruel blow to his wife
Rosaleen, to his family and friends, but also a
very great loss to the international comrnunity of scholars, to the Academy, and to his
friends and colleagues in English at Monash.
He was a star performer, though he would
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have guffawed at such a notion. But a star
he certainly was, and a rare one at that.
His friend John Burrows sent a message
for the Celebration of his life held in
Camberwell on Friday 17" ,\ugust, part of
the epitaph of the Anglo-Saxon scholar
Alcuin, which reads: Sophia mihi se.viperamanti
'Alcuin [is] my name, wisdom I always loved.'
If this is the last word on someone whose
life was directed by the principle of endless
intellectual curiosity, Alcuin and Harold had
much in common. Farewell, Harold.
Clive Probyn
&Ionash Univer~i&
Australia

Literary Transfers: France,
Great-Britain, United States
UniversitL de Paris 13
I I A p d 2008
This one-day conference is part of a
larger project that aims to examine the circulation of texts in English- and Frenchspeaking areas. The first study day will focus on the circulation of novels in the nineteenth century. The names of Scott, Dickens, Cooper, Sue, Dumas, naturally come to
mind, but many other novels travelled
across the British Channel and the Atlantic.
We invite scholars interested in the subject
to look at the way these texts were transferred, adapted to a new area, and received.
Questions that could be considered include:
Were the works pirated (especially in the
period that precedes international copyright
agreements), what type of agreements or
contracts were negotiated? In what ways
were the texts adapted to a new readership?
How was the text translated? How was the
text mediated for new readers? Did translators/editors/publishers attempt to make
it seem less unfamiliar to the public of a
different country? O r did they tout its exoticism in order to achieve better sales?
What does this reveal about the way one
culture viewed another and conversely
about the way it viewed itself at the time?
What kind of reception did the text receive,
how was it used, adapted, and sometimes
re-written by readers in another country?
Please send your proposal to Claire Parfait
<claire.parfait@univ-paris13.fr> no later
than 15 December 2007.
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Les Vies du Livre / The Lives of
the Book

form or another, declared the "end of the
book" and emphasized the emergence of a
liberated textuality, how do we theorise the
division between book and text today? At
Nancy-UniversitC, France
what point (if ever) does the text become
20-21juin 2008 / 20-21 June 2008
fued within the book form, to be exploited
and consumed? In practical terms, what are
'IheResearch Group InterdiJC4'inaftk~
the consequences of separatingthe text from
les ~ t u Atrglaphones
h
at Nancy-Umvers~te
the book, for example in the preparation of
invites proposals for a conference on the
an electronic edition or an electronic archive?
subject
of the Lives of the book' In
W t h regard to the study of in&vldual works,
with the interdisciplinary emphasis of
what insights can be gained by a consideraIDEA'S activities, the goal of this conference
of the text,s material development and
is to provide a forum within which questions
the different book forms in which it has been
relating to the production, distribution and
distributed? In the field of literature, for
reception of the book can be explored from
example, the work of writers such as Shakea variety of perspectives. Papers relating to
speare, Blake, Dickmson, Woolf and Joyce
the following areas of study are particularly
would benefit
such an
Work
The
the
in other fields of study is also encouraged,
book. In what ways does a consideration of
as are considerations of the place of the
the material changes that the book underbook within specific periods (the Middle
went over the centuries provide more genAges, the Renaissance, Victorian England,
eral insights into the evolution of Western
etc.). Other possible subjects include: the
culture? What have been the ideological conpolitics of book presenradon in
and
sequences of the book's
as the primary
private archives and collections, and the
vehicle for the transmission and preserva- manner in which such archives are exploited;
tion of information since the Middle Ages?
the illustration and ornamentation of books;
With the rapid expansion of electronic mere-printings and new editions; comparative
dia over the past few decades, are we curstudies of different book markets @gland/
rently witnessing the end of "book culture?"
U.S.; English-speaking/foreign, etc.) or auWhat might be the consequences of a future
dlences ('scholarly' books, children's books,
shift away from the book in favour of elecaudio books, books in Braille, etc).
tronic media? The status of the book in conProposals (title and an abstract of about
temporary culture. Despite the increasing
300 words) should be sent by e-mail to David
presence of electronic media, the book con- Ten Eyck (david.ten-eyck@univ-nancy2.fr)
tinues to be the primary form in which conor Nathalie CollC-Bak (nathalie.colle@univtemporary texts are transmitted and read. nancy2.fr) by 14 December 2007.
Consequently, questions relating to book
production and the "book-market" must be
confronted if we are to come to an adequate
FELLOWSHIPS
understanding of the present literary or cultural scene. To what extent do authors structure a text with the constraints of the book
American Antiquarian Society
form in mind? How do choices relating to
Post-Dissertati0n
the book's material production affect the
due:
15
October
2007
ways in which texts are interpreted? What
http://www.americanantiquarian.org/postimportance should be given to the presentation and formatting of a text and what is
the importance of the editor and/or publisher's role in making decisions about such
matters? How do matters related to the book
market (blurbs and other advertising, book
reviews, book signings, placement of books
in shops, etc.) affect the way in which books
are consumed? What is the role of literary
prizes in determining the value of books?
The book and the text. In the aftermath of
the work of Benjamin, Derrida, Barthes,
Blanchot, Foucault and others who, in one
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BEHIND
THE SCENES
Compiling the SHARP
Bibliography
Bibliographers are a curious tribe, as are
the varieties of imaginable bibliographies. A
typical enumerative or reference bibliography
is usually condemned to be a provisional listing; its basic citations are gathered for a specific purpose. Not long after publication it is
inevitably made incomplete by the appearance
of more material that would have fit the purpose. It is true that a given bibliography can
be so precisely defined that its compiler can
reasonably claim that it is definitive. A wag
where I attended library school reportedly took
his own work as the subject of his bibliography, and then authored for the purpose, a
single unremarkable work. There are bibliographies at the other extreme, including bibliographies of bibliographies. In bibliographic
terms, extent is not synonymous with comprehensiveness. Longitudinal studles suggest
that the classified arrangement of the printed
version of the M L A Ittternational BibliagapLy
was slanted towards particular literatures and
cultural horizons. p h e same could be said of
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the quotations in the seventeenth edition of
Bartleff5, whose keyword index lacks an entry
for "bibliography.") The current electronic
MLA BibLiograpLy is a powerful resource: with
enhanced electronic search options and filtering capabilities, citations from roughly 2.3
million records can be selected and sorted into
customized lists and/or linked to full-text
digital content and library holdings. Nonetheless, access to records in the electronic version
of the MLA Bibhograpiy partly resides in the
computer programming used to execute its
database queries.
Then there is problem of ghost citations,
o r references to titles that don't exist outside
of the ghost itself. I n The Libra9 at iz,'&ht,
Alberto Manguel relates an anecdote about a
certain Paul Masson, an eccentric who did a
stint in the cataloging section of the
Bibliothkque Nationale. To fill in "gaps" he
ascribed to the library's collections, Masson
deliberatelyconcocted imaginary bibliographic
records, a list of desirable titles which, he bclieved, might "save the prestige of the catalogue." But ghost citations are a real issue for
the ordinary bibliographer. Like Dawkin's
memes they have a viral life, cited here and there
as bibliographic simulacra; unobtainable,
ghosts are deceptive in their spurious allure,
being the echo of a misleading rumor. Even
stranger would be the situation in which bibliographic ghosts are nlaliciously produced. For
example, a person given to bibliolatry might,
in a particular fit of madness, secretly destroy
one of two extant copies of book x in order
to make the remaining copy of .Y "unique,"
thereby transforming all citations and references to the destroyed copy of xinto ghosts.
This scenario or something like it has probably occurred in fact or fiction.
The SHARP News bibliography is an acknowledgement that book history has
emerged into the scholarly mainstream internationally,with new titles in the field appearing on a regular basis. This is not to say that
book history is a new or even recent scholarly
preoccupation, o r that there have not been
previous book history bibliographies, or that
contemporary book history is simply a rearguard response to the somewhat exaggerated
claims regarding the death of the book. The
scope and depth of book history have grown
considerably since the 1970s (or the 1950s, if
you date the beginning with Febvre and Martin). It exhibits fresh theoretical perspectives
and is practiced by scholars from different academic disciplines.The field has specialized academic journals and conferences, and book his-
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t o q courses are currently taught in universities
throughout the world, with some offering
specialized advanced degrees emphasizing different aspects of the subject.
Book history has been d e f i e d in various
ways and explicitly so in the name of this organization as the history of authorship, reading, and publishing. In fact, the reading and
authorship components of contemporary
book history represent a valuable supplement
to analytical and historical bibliography, the
traditional methods of treating the "book" as
a material and cultural artifact. I do not see a
necessary tension among these approaches so
much as thoughtful variations in focus and
emphasis, though polemical disagreements
among scholars will (and should) persist about
details and interpretations. All the tools and
resources available for researching the book
contribute to the vibrancy of the field, even as
it expands. The resulting enrichment of book
history scholarship - the published material
- is approximately reported in these short
enumerative bibliographies. Perhaps the time
has come for a large-scale synthetic study of
the evolution of book history as a distinct
scholarly discipline.
The modified phrase "hisfoties of author
ship, reading, and publishing" is a closer approximation ofwhat is recordedin the SHARP
bibliography. Robert Darnton's 'What is the
History of Books?" offers a useful conceptual
roadrnap, especiallyin terms of the commufllcations circuit he describes there. But a bibliography lists particular books, and how they
fit into the scope of this enumerative list is
sometimes problematic.
When appointed bibliographer I cobbled
together some crude scope notes for the
SHARP News editor to give her some idea
about the specific criteria I would use to include and exclude titles in compiling the bibliography. All bibliographies are premised o n
inclusion and exclusion, a division that is both
inescapable and tenuous. I inherited the newsletter organization of these enumerative lists
by country along with a general category for
titles whose subject(s) didn't clearly fit into a
specific geographical region. I also adopted the
alphabetical arrangement of citations by authors' surnames in standard order @y fist
named author) and additional SHARP News
citation conventions.
O n the inclusion side, I would list current
scholarly monographs of potential interest to
SHARP News readers chiefly in English or
English translation that are available to the
trade. The last qualificationis important, since

titles scheduled for imminent publication
don't always appear o n time, and sometimes
never. There are many reasons for this situadon, and this restriction is in place to avoid
those bibliographic ghosts I mentioned
above. The "currency" proviso generally excludes older titles; with time, of course, all
these SHARP bibliographies become retrospective. The "monograph" restriction excludes scholarly journal articles in book history as well as other media like film, e-books,
or realia. Since this is a simple enumerative
bibliography, I refrain from judging the quality or importance of any title listed.
Among exclusions from the bibliography
are juvenile and popular works; fiction and
reference works; technical manuals; theses and
dissertations; reprints and subsequent editions; and unverified, questionable, or idiosyncratic titles. Clearly, book history titles that
fall into these categories may be of potential
interest to SHARP readers, and dissertations
sometimes end up being published as revised
monographs, but the principle of inclusion
and exclusion requires me to delimit scope.
This is a selective bibliography, with no claim
to comprehensiveness.Publishers' schedules,
SHARPNewscopy deadlines, and space limits also influence what can be listed in a given
bibliography.
Authors and interested readers also make
suggestions about titles to include in the bibliography. While I welcome these communications and review all suggestions, I can't guarantcc that a given book will automatically be
listed in the bibliography.
Along with defining scope, professional
bibliographers normally indicate whether they
have examined the items included in their
work; this procedure effectively screens out
bibliographicghosts. For a variety of reasons,
I rarely have the chance to examine the titles I
list in the SHARPNews bibliography prior to
listing them. This means that judgments I
make about what to include and exclude from
a given list are almost always mediated by the
metadata that is available in the bibliographic
database records I examine. Occasionally I see
book reviews and book advertisements in
some of the periodicals I read for pleasure,
but this is haphazard at best. In short, I need
a reliable, systematic method to sift rapidly
through a lot of bibliographic information,
compile search sets, and then evaluate individual titles on the basis of metadata and
other information. These bibliographic cornpilations require a certain degree of
routinization.
... / 22
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These, then, are the chief factors that derecord, redundancies result from specific
termine how the S H A R P hiew5 enumerative queries based o n overlapping subject and
bibliography is compiled: 1) scope; 2) subject
descriptor terms. Some subject terms are relacataloging, database descriptors, and Library
tively new; having overlooked a book conof Congress (LC) classes for books (descriptaining "Electronic publications" and "Scholtive metadata); and 3) specialized bibliographic
arly electronic publishing" in its record, for
(or reference) databases, with their particular
example, I recently added these to my refersearch and retrieval capabilities. Initially I reence list of book history subjects and
lied solely o n Worldcat, the largest bibliodescriptors. All three o f the reference
graphic database, but over time this procedatabases mentioned above may be searched
dure developed pitfalls. To supplement this
using subject terms or descriptors. Problems
tool, I began to use the online version of
arise when a bibliographic record contahs deBooks in Print (BIP) and the updated Global
scriptive metadata not obviously connected
Online Bibliographic Information (GOBI 2)
to book history. This could be information in
system, the database and search interface for
content notes, chapter titles, or additional subI'BP Library Services. GOBI 2 and BIP allow ject terms and descriptors.
searches by I,C classes. m e appearance of acTo deal with this problem I began to query
ronyms signals the Rube Goldberg trappings
BIP and GOBI 2 using specific Library of
of library and information science.) Each of
Congress subclasses. These include sections
these proprietary bibliographic databases has
of subclass NC Drawing. Design. Illustration;
strengths and pitfalls, but the hope is that in
certain parts of the PN subclass fiterature,genusing all three I will minimize the number of
era4 and specific sections of subclass Z Books
titles I might miss by relying on one resource
Ipeneral). Writing. Paleograpky. Book industries
or on a particular type of database query. and trade. Libraries. Bibliograply. These search
Moreover these information systems are only sets that may or may not duplicate the titles
approximatelyaccurate since they are designed generated by subject and descriptor queries.
to classify books and knowledge o n a large The advantage of bibliographic searching by
scale. The same is also true for Dewey Deci- defined LC subclasses resides in the precision
mal classification and similar faceted, hierar- of the query, since vagaries in subject cataloging
chical bibliographic regimes like Universal Deciand other metadata don't impact such
mal Classification that attempt to establish
searches. Thus, had I searched by these LC
logical connections among "all recorded
subclasses, I would have found the title I overknowledge." To be searchable and approxilooked when I relied solely on an older list of
mately effective a minimum number of difdescriptors and subject terms in searching
ferent fields need to be present in records in
through Wor/dCat.And by correlating LC subeach of these reference databases, and queries classes with the subject terms and descriptors
in each of them need to be carefully strucattached to particular bibliographic records, I
tured so that groups of search results (pub- can both refine and expand my strategies for
lished book titles) fall potentially within the
identifying book history titles. I have yet to
scope of the S H A R P News bibliography.
accomplish this task. Meanwhile claims of a
While it is unlikely that a newly published title crisis in the library catalog outlined in a March
in book history will not be in any of these
2006 report to the Library of Congress titled
reference databases, it is possible that it might
"The Changing Nature of the Catalog and Its
not be found because of problems with the
Integration with Other Discovery Tools"
descriptive metadata or because I employed
<http://www.loc.gov/catdir/calhoun-reinadequate search criteria. This limitation also port-final.pdf> has troublrngimplications for
extends to non-English publications that
research based on traditional forms of submight not be available in the reference
ject access to library collections. Cataloging prodatabases I consult.
duction costs and under-utilization of subThe list of book history subject terms or
ject headings by many library users have jeopdescriptors grows with every bibliography.
ardized the future of subject-based biblioFrom "Alphabet-Histo$'
to 'Written comgraphic retrieval; further, some view subject
munication" the current set of thirty-nine
and too esoteric to remain
access as too cl*
search strings offers access to bibliographic
viable in a dynamic information universe that
records that include one or more terms from
extends far beyond the walls of the library.
this set. Since some monographs often conThe library catalog as a closed archive administain more than one of these thirty-nine book
tered by experts and technicians could somehistory descriptors in their bibliographic
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day give way to fluid bibliographic regimes
evocative of Borges's labyrinthine fantasies.
A bit of e-mail grousing to the S H A R P
hTewseditorabout problems I was encountering with the bibliography elicited the invitation to describe my work. I had no idea that a
response would induce me to describe such a
curious assortment of bibliographic procedures. With time I hope to improve and
streamline the process o f compiling the
S H A R P News bibliography. Those who compile similar bibliographies have probably encountered many of the issues discussed here.
The work has its challenges and benefits. In
addition to the information it provides to interested readers, the bibliography helps me
build the book history collection in the library
where I work.
As for Barflettiindex, the term in it closest
to "bibliography" is "bibliobibuli": people
who read too much.
Robert Matuozzi
WashingtonState UniversioLibmries
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SHARP Minneapolis 2007:
Report on Technologies Other
Than Print
T'he published word is not the only form
of c ~ ~ - ~ ~ m m c aabout
t i o nwhich SIARPists
are passionate. The list below is an unabashedly non-random sample of how conferencegoers responded to the question: "what's in
your Ipod?"

David Caner, Brisbane, Australia (cd player,
laptop)
1960sAmerican jazz
Diam's Live (French hip-hop)
Kyo (Japanese heavy metal)
Editorial comment: "I s d l have vinyl."

Heather Dorr, Minneapolis, Minnesota, US
(Ipod)
Ani DiFranco (US folk-punk singer-song
writer)
Junior Kimbrough Pssissippi blues
guitar)
Bob Dylan podcasts ("illegally streamedthey're fantastic")
Michael Everton, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada (Ipod)
South Sari Gabriel ("countryish")
Carolyn Mark ("Vancouverish")
The New pornographers ("You've heard
of them, right?")
Kfisti Fischer, Minneapolis, Minnesota, US
p c r o s o f t zune)
AC/DC (US rock/metal)
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Fleetwood Mac, RNlnors (US pop/rock)
hletallica (US heavy metal)

Francis Galloway and Rudi Venter, Pretoria, South Africa (car stereo)
Classic Fhl radio hits
Miriam Makeba (South i\frican songstress)
Lisa Gitelman,Washington, DC, US (car cd
player)
Andean baroque music
Emerson Quartet, "Art of the Fugue"
Editorialcommerzk "I work on recorded sound,
I don't listen to it!"

Ezra Greenspan, Dallas, Texas, US
Editonalcomment: "Have you ever heard of a
radio?'
Edward Griffin,Minneapolis, Minnesota, US
(car cassette player)
Maurice DuruflC, "Requiem"
Eo'itorialcomment: ''I only have one tape, be
cause I'm learning the bass part for my
choir."
John Hench, Worcester, Massachusetts, US
@pod)
Miles Davis (US jazz)
Katie Melua (British singer-songwriter)
I,ate-19th and early-20thcentury British
writers reading their works
Editorialcomment: "The Iphone? Don't tempt
me."
Patrick Leary, Evanston, I h o i s , US (Ipod)
Patrick O'Brian novels
Top 40 Solid Gold Hits of the '70s
Old-time radio programs
Beth Luey, Fairhaven, Massachusetts, US (cd
player)
Kronos Quartet, "Pieces of Africa"
George Friedrich Handel, keyboard music
Jennifer Smith, Galway, Ireland (ZEN Vision)
recordings of SHARP panels, 2007
recordings of SHARP panels, 2006
Michael Winship, Austin, Texas, US
Editorialcornmerzt: "I don't have an Ipod. And
I don't have a cell phone."
Respecgully szlbmitted,
Ttysh Travis, Gainesde, Florida, US (car cassette player): Beck, .!\.lidnight Vzilfl4res,Rickie Lee
Jones mix tape ca. 1981
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